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SANTA FF NFW MFYTCAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1904.
THE POPULISTS

DEMOCRATIC

j

MEET IN SPRINGFIELD

HOSTS

Have Appointed J. M. Mallatt of Texas
Permanent Chairman Working
on Platform.

Are Gathering at the Exposition for the National

They

Springfield, July 5 The Populist
convention today selected J. M. Mal
latt of Texas, permanent chairman.
The committee on platform not being
ready to report, a recess was taken
until the afternoon. The members of
the national committee so far selected
include Milton H. Park, S. S. Rentley
and M. J. Denman all of Texas.

Convention Opening
Tomorrow.

PARKER IN

THE

LEAD

Hearst and Bryan Contestants
From Illinois Are Turned Down by

The

ANSWER THE WRIT.

the
Governor Peabody, General Bell and
Captain Wells Contend That Mover Was in Custody of Civil

St. Louis, July 5 The general situa
tion affecting the outcome of the con
The
vention remains
unchanged.
Parker yes
strong lead developed-bterday, emphasized by the action of
the Pennsylvania delegation, at its last
night's session, naturally provoked
some inquiry as to whether a stampede
would follow. There was some gossip
around the hotel corridors today that
several favorite sons would withdraw
during the day but nothing definite has
yet developed. It is practically conceded that the Gorman vote as the result of Pennsylvania's action, will be

cast

for

Parker

on

Authorities.

St. Louis, July 5 Governor Peabody
and Adjutant General Bell of Colorado
and Captain Bulkeley Wells, made an
swer today to the writ of habeas cor
pus issued on June 15th by Judge
Thayer In the United States Circuit
Court commanding them to produce
Charles H. Moyer.
Governor Peabody, General Bell and
Captain Wells contend that at the time
the order of the court was issued, Moy
the ini- er had been turned over to the civil au
fol- thorities.
is
Judge Thayer gave the
the part of complainant until August 1 to answer
candidates and return. No comment was made
as some of by the court.

tial
If this
ballot.
lowed by a like action on
any of the other recognized
then the result may prove
the leaders assert, in an assured nomination before the convention assembles tomorrow.
Tammany for Parker.
St. Louis, July 5 At a meeting of
Tammany leaders this morning it was
practically decided that all opposition
to Judge Parker would be withdrawn.
Report..
St. Louis, July 5 The national com
mittee met this morning to receive the
reports of the various
appointed yesterday to consider the
contests of the various states. All
these contests were settled last night
with the exception of Illinois and New
Jersey. In the case of Illinois it is reported that the report will be in favor
of seating the Hopkins delegation in
sixthe second, ninth, twenty-first- ,
teenth and twenty-thirdistricts. In
all the other districts contests and in
the cas:e of delegates at large, the
are to retain their seats. Carter H. Harrison of Chicago, is one of
the delegates from the ninth district
end by this action he would be seated.
Hopkins' Faction Gains Victory.
St. Louis. July 5 The
of the national committee, which
yesterday ana last nignt neard evidence in fourteen districts of Illinois,
today reported to the national committee that it was the unanimous opinion
of the members of the
that the Hopkins delegates be allowed
to retain their seats.
The Harrison and Hearst people
were greatly disheartened by their defeat and announced their intention of
carrying the fight before the committee on credentials and if beaten there,
before the convention itself. The victory of the Hopkins' faction was also
a defeat for W. J. Bryan, who has
made the fight almost a personal matcon-testee-

ter.

MACHINISTS IH CONVENTION
Will Formulate Plans for Consolida
tion of Western Lodges and to
Carry on Strike.
Denver, July 5 The Trans-Missi- s
sippi convention of the International
Association of Machinists organized
here today With fourth Vice President
Wilson of San Francisco, as chairman,
and Samuel Grace of Omaha as secre
tary. Sixthy delegates will attend the
sessions which will continue for ten
days. The convention will form plans
for bringing all the western lodges in
to one organization. Another question
to be considered is the establishment.
of a reserve fund and the levying of
an assessment to carry on the strike of
machinists on the Santa E'e Railway.

MOYER RELEASED.
On $10,000 Bond Furnished

O'Neill to Be Set Free.

Denver, July

tion.

5

Charles H.

Moyer,

president of the Western Federation
of Miners, was released this afternoon

on $10,000 bonds furnished by a Guarantee Company. Haywood and John
M. O'Neill are out of town, but are expected to return in a few days and
give bonds. Other Western Federation
officials against whom charges are
filed, are negotiating for bonds and
may secure them before the day Is
ovei

e

8HMITHBIDIH

Record of State Convention Must Stand
St. Louis, July 5 After the adjourn-

ment of the national committee, it was
announced by three different members
of the committee that the report earlier in the day to the effect that the
Hopkins people would be unseated in
several districts was correct, but after
reaching this decision the committee
went over the ground for the second
time and decided that they had no
jurisdiction in the matter and that the
record of the state convention was supreme.
Will Vote For Favorite Sons on First
Ballot.
St. Louis, July 5 At the day wore
on it seemed more likely that the Parker preponderance would not cause any
change in the complimentary votes In
the states instructed for the favorite
sons on the first ballot. While the
Parker column would probably embrace the entire south and nearly all
the instructed states, delegates from
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Delaware,
California and Missouri would formally present and record their votes for
Olney, Gray, Hearst and Cockrell, respectively. New Jersey is not counted
to vote for Parker on the first ballot
but will probably join Delaware in the
support of Gray.
Bryan Will Represent Nebraska.
St. Louis, July 5 At a meeting of
the Nebraska delegation today W. J.
Bryan was appointed to represent the
state on the committee on resolutions.
He will fight for the reaffirmation of
the Kansas City platform, but if defeated will probably not make a platform fight on the floor of the conven-

By Guaran-

tee Company, Haywood and

FN TIE
A

WEALTHY

Conditional Lease Signed By Eastern Physicians for the Montezuma
Hotel Near Las Vegas.

The Montezuma Hotel at Las Vegas
Hot Springs is being inspected by a
number of eminent physicians from
the east with a view to renting it and
a preliminary lease has been signed by
the Santa Fe Railway Company, and
Dr. George Webster, president of the
Illinois board of health, Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals of Rusli College, and Dr. Arthur Corwin of the Chicago College of
Physicians and Surgeans. The lease
is conditional but there seems little
doubt that the contract will be carried out. Dr. W. T. Brown of Lancaster, Virginia, has spent several days
in Las Vegas during the past week
viewing the property in order to esti
mate the cost of equipment. It is
thought that an expenditure of $30,000
will put the large building in good condition. Of this amount, the Santa Fe
has agreed to contribute $10,000 and
has given the place for three years
rent free. The company will incorporate at once. All of the capital stock,
except a small amount which will be
taken up by Las Vegas people, will be
Issued to physicians.
The capitalization will be placed at $100,000, no
physician allowed to take more than
$600 worth of stock, the idea being to
secure the financial
of
several hundred of the leading ohvsi- cians of the country. The resort will
be conducted in the interest of weal-

thy patients.

Delegates Organize.
St. Louis, July 5 A number of representatives of the opposition to Park- impossible. The opposition represents
d
of
er met in conference today in Hearst's easily much more than
the voters in the convention necessary
headquarters and after adjournment to
prevent the nomination, all of whom
gave out the following:
"After consultation among the mem- agree not to support Parker's candibers representing the various candi- dacy under any circumstances."
dates opposed to the nomination of
Parker, it was formally agreed among
Call on the New Mexican Printing
them that the nomination of Parker Is Company tor engraved visiting cards.
Anti-Parke-

r

one-thir-

RUSSIANS STILL
ON THE RETREAT

j

CONCISE

NO. 115.
CORRECT

ON

TljllE.

THE FINAL

Financial Statement of District Court
Clerk W. E. Martin of Fifth Judicial District.

REP0RT

As a model of brevity and correct
the New Mexican publishes here-

Overwhelming Numbers of the Japanese Compel Thirteen Companies
of the Czar's Soldiers to Retire
After Sharp Fighting
General
Stakelberg Came Near Drowning
Retreat

Before "Overwhelming
Forces."
St. Petersburg, July 5 Thirteen
companies of Russian troops, sent out
by Lieutenant General Count Keller in
a reconnaissance force to ascertain the
strength of the Japanese columns
force moving on Liao Yang,
came into collision with the Japanese
between Mo Tien and Feng Shui Pass
es yesterday.
Sharp fighting resulted
and the Russians retired before the ov
erwhelming numbers after ascertain
ing the exact strength of the Japanese
forces. The Russian losses are officially stated to be 200.
Japanese Fortifying the Hills.
Che Foo, July 5 Chinese just arriv
ing here who left Port Arthur on July
2d, say that only nine of the larger
Russian warships were there then. At
that time the Japanese and Russian
amies outside of Port Arthur, accord
ing to report, were only separated one

SHOWERS

HOT ON

MIXED

BLESSING

Considerable Damage in All Parts of
New Mexico Hail Drifts From
Four to Six Feet High.
Showers caused considerable damage
parts of the Territory last
week. In Eddy County part of the dam
at the Turkey Track farm was washed
out, the damage amounting to $5,000.
Says the Carlsbad Argus: "The lower
valley was washed clean on Saturday
and all the streams including Hack-berrdraw, were on a rampage. The
Penasco was especially frisky, causing
a washout and a small wreck and interrupting railroad service pretty much
all of Sunday. As the rain filled Lake
Avalon and raised Lake McMillan
higher than it has been for a long time
there is no ill feeling except on the
part of I. S. Osborne who lost a few
hogs in the raging waters of Hack-berrdraw. The canals of the Pecos
Valley
Irrigation Company were
broken at several points, but no complaints were heard from it." Says the
Springer Stock an: "On Monday be
tween Martinez. 'and Black Lake, a ter
rible storm occurred which seemed a
great deal in the nature of an eastern
s
cyclone. It was about
of a mile wide and tore up big trees,
rocks and everything In its path.
Luckily no one lived in the section it
traversed, else there would have been
loss of life."
The Cloudcroft Silver Lining adds
to this: "The drouth is at last brok
en. The Heaviest nan storm Known ior
years passed through this section on
Friday. A heav" rain fell immediately
after the hail, causing a great rise in
the creek. Much damage was done.
A number of cattle were drowned, two
head being lodged within a few feet of
Jack Browning's door. Many fences
were washed away, several gardens almost destroyed. Meredith York's and
Jack Browning's wells were filled up.
Hail drifts four to six feet in height
still remain along the banks of the
creek. The worst damage was done
around Felix." Other parts of the Territory report similar showers, all causing more or less damage.
in various

three-quarter-

SCARED THE BURGLAR AWAY.
Daniel Carbajal, a Sixteen Year Old
Boy at Hillsboro, Rudely Awakened at Midnight.
The house of Albino Carbajal at
Hillsboro was entered by a masked
burglar last week. It was about midnight when Daniel the sixteen year
old son, was rudely awakened by a
masked man striking him a blow in the
side. He ordered Daniel to open a
large box in which some valuables were
kept. The boy said that he did not
know the whereabouts of the key to
the box and called out of a window to
Frank Packer, a neighbor, for assistance. The burglar, who spoke English,
took to his heels before the neighbor
arrived.

from the other by about a mile, the
Japanese advancing steadily from hill
to hill on all of which they were plac
ing big guns. It is said that they landed 150 of their gunc at Dalny.
Army Headquarters Flooded.
Ta Tche Kiao, July 5 Lieutenant
General Stakelberg and a Roumanian
military attache, narrowly escaped
drowning today owing to the sudden
flooding of the headquarters of the former's army corps. They were both
rescued by soldiers who cut their way
through the tents.
All Well on the Peresviet.
Cronstaadt, July 5 All doubt as to
the safety of the Peresviet, which ac

Synopsis of the Work of the
Court of Private Land
Claims.

ness,
with
count
dered
Fifth

a synopsis of the quarterly ac
of monies received and paid, renby W. E. Martin, clerk of the
Judicial District Court for thf
quarter ending June HO. 1904. The
amounts due the territorial treasury
for the quarter, were paid by Mr. Martin on the second instant to that official, and he is certainly setting a pace
as an efficient and painstaking district
court clerk. There is another reason
for the publication of Mr. Martin's
statement. It shows that under the
new cash system introduced by him in
accounts
the Fifth Judicial District,
are more easily, more intelligently and
more correctly kept than heretofore.
The summary is as follows:
"Quarterly Report of W. E. Martin,
Clerk of District Court of Fifth Judicial District, for Quarter
Ending June 30, 1904."
Total F jceipts.
Socorro County ..
$1,851.71
72.40
Roosevelt County
260.15
Eddy County
Chaves County
1,201.63
76.55
Lincoln County

2,051-52- 6

ACRES
CONFIRMED

The Area Rejected Would Make a Good-Size- d
StateNot One Record

Lost or Mislaid.
Hon. Matthew G. Reynolds, of St.
Louis, Mo., United States Attorney of
the Court of Private Land Claims,
which passed out of existence by limitation on June 30, 1904, has submitted
his final report to the Attorney General of the United States, as follows:

Santa

Fe, N. M..

June

30, 1904.

The Honorable
The Attorney General,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to report that, the
Court of Private Land Claims, created
under and by virtue of an act of Con
By amount paid to erritorial
"An act to establish a
$ 888.20 gress entitled,
treasury
11.85 Court of Private Land Claims in cer
cording to report, had been torpedoed Refund attorneys.
tain states and territories," approved
at Port Arthur, is removed by the re Paid county treasi rers and
sheriffs
1,721.42 March 3, 1891, and various acts amend
ceipt of a telegram from the battleship
atory and in extension thereof, has
saying that all on board are well. The Clerk's fees deducted (allowed
28.65 concluded and finally disposed of all
by
law)
is
New
which
dated
telegram,
Chwang
812.32 the litigation and business that has
was brought there by the torpedo boat Cash on hand
been before it.
Burukoff.
destroyer
'462.44
Total
On the 15th instant the United
Disposition of Funds on Hand.
States Attorney advised the Court
Price Brothers Bank of Socom. 246.89 that, satisfaction of all decrees, judgFirst National Bank. Portales 20.65 ments and orders of the Court had
FOURTH OF JDLY MURDER.
First National Bank, Roswell. . 472.98 been entered of record as required by
71.80 law and announced that he had noth
First National Bank. Eddy
Italian Miner Stabbed to Death By
ing further to suggest on behalf of the
Comrada Striker Versus Strike
$812.32 United States, and the Court was adTotal
Breaker.
The practice introduced by Mr. Mar journed without day.
tin of having the court funds pertainThe official existence of this tribSpecial to the New Mexican.
ing to each county deposited with the unal was begun by its formal organi5
N.
Bari
Peter
M.,
Cerrillos,
July
banking firm in that county until they
lan an Italian in the employ of the are omciaiiy nam out or turned into zation at Denver, Colorado, on July 1,
1891, and ceases by operation of law
-Rocky Mountain Fuel and Iron Com the
ritorial tret', airy, is also highly today, after thirteen
years of continuwas
at
coal
the
Madrid
camp
pany
conn
idaDie ana one tnat snouiu De ous labor in
judicially
determining
stabbed here yesterday afternoon, and adoj
by every other district court
died instantly from the effects of the cleri- .a the Territory. These funds and adjusting under the provisions of
wounds inflicted. John Marino, anotl- - are deposited to Mr. Martin's official the act of March 3, 1891, claims for
er Italian miner, did the bloody deed credit and cannot be used except offici lands within the limits of the territories derived by the United States from
using a miner's candle stick. Barilan ally.
the Republic of Mexico and embraced
was employed at the coal mines some
within the Territories of New Mexico,
time ago; and went out with the strikArizona or Utah, or within the States
ers but returned to work as a strike
FOURTH OF JOLY PRRDON.
of Colorado, Nevada or Wyoming, by
breaker a few days ago. Marino was
virtue of a Spanish or Mexican grant.
arrested and was sent to Santa Fe on
warrant or survey, as the
concession,
this morning's No. 2, train.
Camilo Berardinelli Restored to Liber United States were bound to recognize
Merino's Story of the Deed.
ty for Valuable Services to the
and confirm by the treaties of cession
John Merino, the Italian coal miner,
Territory and on Account of
of said country by Mexico to the Unit
Good Conduct.
charged with the murder of Peter
ed States, viz: the Treaty of GuadaBarilan at Cerrillos yesterday afterlupe Hidalgo, concluded on February
noon, who gave himself up to the au- Executive Office. Santa Fe, N. M.. July 2, 1848, and the Gadsden Purchase
thorities immediately after the deed,
2, 1904.
(Treaty of Mesilla). concluded De
was examined before Justice of the
cember 30, 1S53.
it has become
Whereas,
A.
over
L.
bound
and
Kendall
Peace
The Court upon its organization on
custom on each Fourth day of July,
in the sum of $5,000 to appear before
1st day of July, 1891 ordered that
the
our
of
independence,
the
anniversary
the next grand jury. Merino was unsome unfortunate should receive session be held at Denver, Colorado,
that
hence
able to furnish this bond and
from the executive; and and Santa Fe, New Mexico. The Court
was brought to Santa Fe at noon to- consideration
board of commission subsequently ordered the transfer of
the
Whereas,
day and placed in the county jail. He ers of the territorial penitentiary, and all records and files at Denver, Colotells the following story of the crime:
H. O. Bursum,
superintendent, rado, to Santa Fe, New Mexico, as the
He has been in this country since Hon.
and
recommend
urge that Ca- general official headquarters of the
strongly
July, 1903! He is a coal miner and milo Berardinelli, now confined in the Court, and abolished the Denver office.
came
from
Mexico, territorial
Guadalajara,
penitentiary, be granted a On the 6tti day of December, 1892,
where he has worked for about four
full
and
complete pardon, on account Court was established at Tucson, Arimonths. He is a member of the order
and deserving con- zona, for the adjudication of claims to
his
faithfulness
of
of the United Coal Miners and went
reason
that he has lands situate within the Territory of
the
for
and
duct,
on a strike while working at the Mavaluable service to the Terri Arizona, and all cases affecting lands
drid coal mines about eight months enderedNew
and has at an in Arizona were transferred to that
Mexico,
tory of
ago. A few days ago he says he ex- times been
and reliable; district.
trustworthy
pected to get work in the mines a few and
During the existence of the Court of
He
miles from Cerrillos.
visited that
due consideration Private Land Claims the total area of
after
Whereas,
place yesterday and picked up, while and examination into the case, I be- land for which suits were brought and
there a miner's candle stock. While on lieve that the said Berardinelli is wor- service had on the United States,
the wray to Cerrillos, he encountered
amounted to 35,491,020 acres of land.
of executive
Peter Berilan who had with him a thyNow, therefore, clemency;
I. Migueel A. Otero. The claims confirmed by decrees of
cousin and two other men. Merino
Governor of the Territory of New Mex- the Court, which have been satisfied by
asked Barilan to pay him 50 cents,
ico, by virtue of the authority in me the approval of the surveys made In
which, so he claims, Barilan owed him. vested,
and in furtherance of the afore- execution of said decrees, amounts to
A discussion arose and Barilan's coussaid custom, desiring that the same 2,051,520 acres of land and the amount
50
in remarked that he would pay the
be perpetuated, do on this second rejected by the Court is 33,439,493
cents by main strength, whereupon a may of
July, A. D., 1904, grant to the acres of land.
day
fight ensued, in which Merino inflicted said Camilo Berardinelli, a complete
You are advised that but one judgfatal injuries upon Barilan with the
service of sen- ment was finally sustained against the
from
further
pardon
miner's candle stick. The prisoner
same to take effect the United States under the provisions of
claims that all the four men jumped tence, the of
fourth
July, A. D., 1904; and the section thirteen of the act of March 3,
day
do
him bodily
on him and tried to
of the territorial pen- 1891, for lands patented by the United
superintendent
harm.
itentiary upon receipt of this executive States and situate within the boundThis is the substance of Merino's order properly signed and sealed will aries of lands confirmed by the Court
story as told in the county jail where act accordingly.
of Private Laud Claims,
for
he now is.
Done at the executive office this the $513.62 for 410.90 acres of land; which,
2nd day of July, A. D, 1904.
judgment I am advised by letter from
seal the Auditor for the Interior Departthe
and
hand
Witness
great
my
DEATH OF PRECILIAN0 LOPEZ.
of the Territory of New Mexico.
ment, dated May 31. 1904, will be paid
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
under appropriation made by Congress
Prominent Citizen of Tierra Amarilla, (Seal)
therefor upon application of the parties
Dead of Blood Poisoning.
entitled thereto. This fact was made
By the Governor:
known to the Court of Private Land
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Claims and the letter of the Auditor
Special to the New Mexican.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Tierra Amarilla, N. M., June 29
was. by order of the Court, spread upPreciliano Lopez, a prominent and
on the records, and counsel for claimA DAILY FOR ALAM0G0RD0.
ants notified by me.
wealthy citizen aged 62 years, of this
place, died Sunday the 27th of June, of
It is
and pride I am
blood poisoning, brought about by a The Cottonwood City is Now in the able to state pleasure
on this date (June
that
broken limb, an accident which he sufSame Class With Santa Fe, Albu30, 1904), all of the business heretofered about five weeks before. His
fore pending before the Court of Privquerque, Las Vegas and
next
from
took
funeral
place the
day
Roswell.
ate Land Claims has been concluded
St. Joseph's Church at Park View, and
and approved, as required by the act of
was one of the largest ever seen in
Today appeared the first number of March 3- 1891.
this valley. He leaves a widow, one
Embraced in the schedules hereto
son and three daughters, his estate is the Alamogordo Daily Journal, issued
valued at about $20,000, consisting of by the Eagle Printing Company. This attached and made a part of this reincreases the number of daily newspa- port, numbered respectively A, B, C,
sheep, general merchandise and real
in New Mexico to six. The Jour- D and E, is an itemized statement of '
pers
estate.
nal will be Democratic in politics, thus all the claims presented to the Court
"
giving the Democrats two daily papers of Private Land Claims f
The New Mexican Printing Com- in the Territory, against four advocat- tlonA In
pany will do your job work wkn neat- ing the policies of the Republican
From schedule "A"
TV asfe.
ness and dlspatcL.
on
If"01
Continued
party.

Total

$3,462.44

.

al

,

to-wi- t,

-,

BIG 3ALE OF CATTLE
IN

CHAVES COUNTY.

J. Phelps White of Roswell last week
sold. 5,000 head of two year old heifers
of the L. P. D. Cattle Company from
the Yellow House pasture, delivery to
be made at Bovina. Texas. The price
paid was 175,000. The sale was made
to Kansas City parties.

-
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Jely 5
SUITS

FE SEW

PIEXIG0K

IT WILL NOT

BE A
MAN.

J 904.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

SOUTHERN

Although there has bene a great deal
of insistence by southern newspapers
PRINTING that a southern man should be nomiTHE NEW MEXICAN
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
nated at least for the vice presidency
The
crowning
by the Democratic convention in St.
of
MAX. FROST
Editor Louis, it does not look as If this clamjoy
womau- or will be heeded by the convention. 1;
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
hoocl is
.Manager and Associate Editor. will not be good policy from a Democratic standpoint to pay attention to it.
and
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
As far as the Republicans
are conth e
Secretary and Treasurer. cerned, while they
have nothing to say
crowning
about it, they will accept the nominajoy of
Entered as Second Class matter at tion of a candidate from south of Mais
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
son and Dixon's line with much equinim
to have
as
this cannot but aid them in the
ity
heal
The New Mexican is the oldest coming campaign. The Denver Repub- children. But there can be no joythy
in
sizes
this
lican
situation
motherhood
is
sent
in
Mexico.
without
up
and
without
It
New
correctly
health,
newspaper
to every postofflce in the Territory, when it says that the talk about nom- health for the mother there can be uo
nd has a larg- - and growing circula-- ! inating Representative Williams of health for the child.
It is of vital importance for women to
tlon among the intelligent and pro-- , Mississippi for the vice presidency in
that the health of mother and child
the Democratic national convention isknow
gressive people of the Southwest
in general entirely within woman's
will probably amount to nothing.
control. The thousands of women who
The time has not come for the nom- have used Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prea
ination of citizen of one of the states scription when expecting motherhood,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25 that seceded for so high an office as have testified that it made them healthy
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier ....$1 00 that of vice president. The Democratic and happy in the days of waiting, made
75 leaders of the south as well as those the baby's advent practically painless,
Daily, per month, by mail
and gave them health to give their chil7 50 who reside in the north recognize this,
Taily, one year by mail
dren.
4
while
some
and
00
them
of
mail
feel
like
six
may
Luily,
months, by
f
Mrs. W. J. Kidder, of Hill Oale Farm
Daily, three months, by mail.... 2 00 honoring a citizen of a southern state
Center). Enosburg, Vt., writes: ' During the
I
found
myself expecting materuity,
past year
2 00 they will not run the risk of choosing
Weekly, per year..,
and in rapidly failing health. I suffered dread1 CO one of their candidates
from a state fully from
bloating and urinary difficulty. I
Weekly, six months
was growing perceptibly weaker ?ach day and
75 that was at one time in armed rebelWeekly, per quarter
suffered much sharp pain at times. I felt that
25 lion against the national government.
something must be done. I sought your advice
Weekly, per month
received a prompt reply. Toole twelve
Air. Williams is the leader
of the andbottles of Doctor Pierce's Favorite
I began
Democrats in the national house of and also followed your instructions.Prescription,
my health became
improve immediately,
representatives and undoubtedly he is to
do
I
all my own work (we
could
excellent, and
a man of character and ability.
But liveI on a good sized farm). II walked and rode
had a short, easy
could, and enjoyed it.
he is not presidential timber, and no all
confinement aud have a healthy baby boy."
one knows this better than he does
The People's Common Sense Medical
himself.
Adviser, a book containing tOo8 pages,
"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU
It is probable that the Democrats, in is given away. Send 2t
t
stamps
NONE OF accordance with their former custom, for expense of mailing only, for the book
NEW MEXICO PEOPLE!
ACin paper covers, or 31 stamps for the
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO
will niminofa ti niti'm .At' nA nf
CEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU Atlantic coast states for the presidency volume bound in cloth. Address Dr,
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD .and choose their candidate for the R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N, Y.
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE- vice presidency in the central west.
MAKE YOUR FI.GHT ON
HOOD.
There is a good deal of difference
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE;
The Socorro Chieftain gives a few between the Japanese and Russian
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN facts in connection with the scholastic
What the former
authorities.
REMARKS OF AN year of the School of Mines just closed army
WASHINGTON!"
call a great success and victory, the
THE
OF
MEMBER
INFLUENTIAL
which are of interest to the people at latter names a masterly retreat for
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS IN' large. The Chieftain says:
strategic reasons. Newspaper readers
THE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN CON"Anybody who may be disposed to can take their choice.
ONE
MAN
HOLDS
VENTION. THIS
criticize the New Mexico School of
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUB-- j Mines would do well to keep a lirm
Secretary Paul Morton may not
LIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND, hold upon these facts: The total en- know much of naval matters now, but
IN
AND
STRONG
IS
PROMINENT
rollment at the school last year was it is dollars to doughnuts that he will
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
103.
The number enrolled from out- conduct the affairs of the department
side of the Territory was 18. The in first class shape. He is one of
number of Spanish-speakinNOT AS BAD AS ALL THIS!
boys and those men, who "catch on" rapidly.
"The decision of the interior depart- young men enrolled was 25. The apment by which New Mexico and out- propriations for the maintenance and
The Republican central committee
side capital is prevented from con- support of the school are now 45
of New Mexico should commence the
of a mill on each dollar of campaign lor this year, Tilings politi- structing the White Rock Canon dam
is another illustration of the utter the assessed valuation of the taxable eal are somewhat mixed in the Sunpolitical impotency of a territory. As property of the Territory, and it is es- shine Territory and need straightena matter of fact this decision is more timated that this millage will hereaf- ing out.
disastrous in its effect than most peo- ter produce from twelve to fifteen
Senator Fairbanks has concluded to
ple imagine. So far as any new irri- thousand dollars a year. Last year
gation of power producing enterprise was by far the most prosperous and in look after the conduct of his own camalong the Rio Grande water shed are all respects the most satisfactory in paign in Indiana. The indications are
concerned, we might just as well shut the history of the institution."
that the Hoosier State will give a tremendous Republican majority on electip shop, turn the arid region over
to the coyote and rattlesnake and adAs his last official act as clerk of the tion day in November next.
vertise to the world that the United old Fifth Judicial District composed of
States government has so little con- the counties of Socorro, Lincoln, ChavSigns for the offices of the campaign
cern in the welfare of the people of es, Eddy and Roosevelt, on Saturday committees of the two great parties
this Territory that it is willing to make last Clerk W. E. Martin turned over have been painted and are ready for
a desert out of the Rio Grande water to the territorial treasurer $888.20 for use. They read : "Now is the time to
shed just to oblige a foreign govern- fees received by him in his official ca- subscribe."
ment. If Mexico has the prior right pacity for the quarter ending June 30,
to, this water, why is it that the ques1904. This is the largest amount ever
The Russians are still sprinting
tion was never raised before. We do turned in by any clerk of the court for northward with the
Japanese a close
not admit any such contention, but any quarters' fees since the present second. The combatants
know that
under these rulings New Mexico's best system of accounting for the court fees the
season in Manchuria is comrainy
interests are retarded or annihilated became effective. This item speaks re- ing on ami want to get out of the wet.
and our dear sister republic don't get markably well for the efficiency of Mr.
any water either, for it is notorious Martin in the office which he now so
The St. Louis convention will not be
that for four seasons past, the Rio ably fills.
of the predigested health food variety;
Grande has been entirely dry from
quite the reverse. It will be full of
El Paso to Albuquerque, as early as
by the Democratic primar- venom, bitter feeling and hot air.
June, and continued dry until after Oc- iesJudging
held in the counties of Roosevelt,
Cititober and later." Albuquerque
and Eddy in southeastern New
Chaves,
it. may be the field
zen.
against Judge
the
Mexico,
of that section Parker at this
week's Democratic
People do not know about this and has increasedpopulation
more
a
than
hundred
they are investigating to find out. The
cent during the past twenty
fact that New Mexico is still in a terri- per
months.
This is very gratifying from
torial condition seems to have precious
There is more Catarrh in this section of
every standpoint except a political country
than all other diseases put together,
little to do with the case in point. It once.
It
is to be
that the other and until the last few years was supposed
to
may be that the United States would counties in the hoped
be
incurable.
For a greet many years
Territory will make a doctors pronounced
it a local disease and
have jurisdiction in a similar case in a
similar good showing and that soon, prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
state as well as in a territory. It is a and
toiling to cure with local treatment, prothat a great increase in Republi- nounced
conit incurable. Science has proven
mooted legal point. The project of
can
to be a constitutional disease and
votes
will
in
be
catarrh
shown
them.
in
Rock
White
the
the
dam
structing
therefore requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Cotorrh Cure. mamifa-ture- d
Canon in the Rio Grande Valley, is one
byK. J
Uneney Co., loieiio, uino. is the only con- "Las
natare
sidewalks
the
best
Vegas
of great importance and it is but
011
is taken
cure
the
It
stitutional
market.
e
doses from 10 drops to a
ural that the federal government
Territory. Many more good internally in
blood
acts
on
and
It
the
should endeavor to find out. "what is walks are to go down this year. It mucous surfaces ofdirectly
the system. They offer
Is
case
hundred
one
to
for
it
fails
dollars
to
learn that the city
what" in the matter. The reclamation
any
pleasing
send tor circulars and testimonials
service is investigating the water sup- fathers will see to it that much need- cure,
Address: F. J.OHKNEV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
by Druggists, Sc.
ply and feasibilty of the construction ed work is done on the streets." Las Sold
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
of a safe dam and reservoir in the Vegas Optic.
The New Mexican would be greatly
canon at this time and it seems proper
that the United States should step in gratified could it say the same in truth
to stop progress of the project until it of conditions in this city. Here is
ascertained
has
everything con- hoping that the city council will wake
That's what "The Earth" is. A paper
nected with the enterprise and its feas- up and do the right tiling in the direc- of interest to every man whose livelihood
ibility. There is no cause for rebellion tion described by the Optic.
comes from Mother Earth. Farmers
all the circumso far considering
and fruit growers as well as
stances in the case. At the same time
J. Edward Addicks of Delaware, de- and
dairymen all are interested. Samdo
will
the agitation of the question
nies the soft impeachment that it cost
on request. Subscription 25
good and may induce the reclamation him $40,000 to secure the Delaware ple copy
coin or stamps. Address.
cents
per
and
year,
more
act
to
service
promptly
delegation to the Chicago convention. THE
EARTH, 1118 Railway Exchange,
Ife ought to be firm in his denial, as
the payment of that great sum of mon- Chicago.
The "Scenic Route" Road between ey for six votes in that convention
the Capital of New Mexico and Las would have been out of all proportion.
GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
Vegas when completed will be one of There was absolutely no occasion for
The Burlington Route has recently
the finest and most attractive "show the use of money and Mr. Addicks is Issued a
booklet bearing the
places" on the North American conti- not the man to throw good money to title "Mines and Mining In the Black
nent. The grand and beautiful natural the birds.
Hills."
scenery of the section through which
The book is one which should be
the road passes will bring thousands
read by every mining man In Colo
The
of
Prohibitionists
the
country
of tourists, sightseers and health seek- have made their nominations for
the rado. It gives more information about
ers to the Sunshine Territory. Conand vice presidency in this the mines of the Black Hills than has
presidency
struction on the road is progressing campaign. But few
people seem to ever before been placed between two
favorably with but an insignificant ex- know who the Prohibition candidates covers. A copy will be m.iled frei
pense to the taxpayers, owing to the are, but that does not matter much, on application to the undersigned.
good management of Superintendent for
The Black Hills need Colorado men
they are all "sufficient unto themH. O. Bursum of the territorial peni
and money. Several of the shrewdest
As long as the Prohibition
selves."
tentiary. This is very well indeed and ists are satisfied, other people certain- men in this state have already Investis highly appreciated by the people of
ed heavily in the Hills. The results
ly have no kick coming.
northern New Mexico.
so far have been more than satlsfac
If it is true that misery loves com- tory. The completion of the Bui ling-ton'- s
On this day, before the Democratic
new line to the Northwest brings
the following from the Socorro
pany,
St.
It
at
national convention
Louis,
Black
Hills within a night's ride
the
can
al
be
Chieftain
very properly,
looks as if there would be a strong eftoTort made to nominate Grover Cleve- though unfortunately, applied to this of Denver. You can leave Denver
or
in
Deadwood
and
be
L'jad
night
is
full
with
"Socorro
infested
its
indicacity:
land for the presidency. The
tions aro that "Barkis is willing." It share of that class of inhabitants City tomorrow afternoon.
G. W. VALLERY,
strenuous campaign in-- " whose only mission seems to be to af
Gen'l
Route, Den
Agent,
Burlington
of
idleness
a
ford
example
versus Cleverepulsive
J ver, Colo.
and the fruits thereof."

OXFORD CLUB
Has on hand a constant mtfpkf of
the finest faraado of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Afl the Popcrfsr Ctmm
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SAX FRANCISCO ST., SAJfTA

one-cen-
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Phone

V. M.

stock-raiser-

RICHARD H. h'ANNA,
Attorney at Law,

66.

Offices

Block.

Griffi-- i

EUGENE A. F1SKE,
Attorney and Counselor at La
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

J. E. Lacome, Ptoprietot.

BENJAMIN M. READ.
Attorney-at-Law- ,

Santa Fe,

St.

Office Sena Block.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

J. PALEN, President.

WILLIAM

N. M.

Paiace At

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY L. WALDO, Vke President

Las Cruces. ' New"

District attorney for Dona Ana Otero
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties'

THE FIRST NATIONAL BAMK
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Third Judicial District.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.
(Late SllrVfiVnr fjma-.- ii 1
,
Attorney-at-LawSanta Fe, iv jf.,
Land and mining business a
specialty,
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

United States Designated Depositary.
taywttfwww
cr?.w 3s? w'Br&w5F'wm
wt

f

nayl

Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sao
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD

C. WADE,

Attorney-at-Law- .

The People All Say;
That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in yoar home in' your
store, in yoor office or in yotfr shop. If yo wotdd
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

"THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

g

A FARM JOURNAL

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
:
:
:
New Mexico
Santa Fe :

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
In the Capitol.

(Enos-burf-

.

at Law.

Attorneys

Practipes in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,
NEW MEXICO,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Suprsms
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

Practices 1h the Supreme and DUtrtaS
Court. Mining and Land Law a special-ty- .
Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

OSTEOPATHY

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Oustanding Assurance

Dec. 31, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

$1,409,918,742.00

Income

Assets Dec. 31, 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus

307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03

Paid Policy holders in

34.949.672.27

1903

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz'
Store. South Side of Plaza.

Jewelrj

C. O. HARRISON, D. V. 8..
Officej Over Fischer's Drug Stor.
On the Plaza,
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Lngineers

JAMESjW. ALEXANDER, President.

&

Surveyors

URLEY
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
JAY

JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Vice-Presiden- t.

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

A.

2-- 5

2

322,047,968.00
73.718,350.93
381,226,035.53

'

Osteopath.
No, 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and ehronls
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phoue 15&
m.,

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Puhlic.
135 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

i

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type

writer. Translations

GAIiISTEO STREET

From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney
for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M,
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Best of Refeence Given as an EMU

A I

MER.
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s

RESIDENCE 'PHONE

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Poof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904,

141.

First class short order meals at the
Bon Ton.

T3HI6 Wines!

The New Mexican Printing Company will do your job work with neatness and dispatch.
,

e

AT

"OUR PLACE 99

Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled

Trad.

lit
Santa Fe,

W. R. PRICE. Prop.

i

t

N. At.

P. F. HANLEY

FineWiaes,LiquorsrCigars
Imported and
Family
OUR

Native Wines for

SPEdlALTIEMMtow,

and Paxton,
SAW FRANCISCC

McBrsyer. (tekenhetae?

Ryly Taylo,

OM Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, My 5, 1904.
GET INSIDE.
Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing the back won't cure backache.
A liniment may relieve, but can't
cure.
Backache comes from the inside
from the kiuneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
They cure sick kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is

so:

's
Bpnito Romero, employed with
Transfer, residence San Francisco ,. , says: ' The use of plasters for
a year and a half on my back did not
tiring the results I expected and relief
from pain across the loins was just as
remotely in the distance as it was when
I first noticed it. This led me to go to
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills and take a course of the treat
merit. I read in our Santa Fe papers
that they could be depended upon and
with considerable faith in the prepara
tion because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
alone. I commenced the treatment. It
was very satisfactory. I used two boxes and they stopped the last attack."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N,
T.., sole agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.
Lam-berf-u-

Notice for Publication.
(Small Holding Claim No. 26.0.)

Department of

United Stat

the

Ihtbbioii,

a Land Office Santa Fe. N. M.'
Notice U hereby given that the
claimant has filed notice of
his intention to mike final proof in support
hi
claim
under sections Iti and 17 of the
of
act of March 8, 1891 (26 Stats.. 85) as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stnts., 470),
and that said proof will be made before
the Kegister or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office at Santi Fe, N. M on July 30,
1931,
PancracioC de Baca for the Tract
in Sec. 4, T. 13 N.. B. 9 K., N. M. P M. He
names the following' witnesses to prove his
actual continuous adverse possession of said
tract for twenty years next precedingC. the
de
viz; Andres
surrey of the township,
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. 81. . George Trujillo, of
M
N.
Kennedy,
Agapito Sena, Ambrosio
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason under the laws and
--

June

1, 194.
following-name- d

regulations cf the Interior Department why
such proof should not he allowed will be
an opportunity at the
gien
time and place to
the witnesses of said Olui inant, and to oiler evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
Manuel R. Otbko. Register.
above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Cured of Chronic Diarrhoea After Ten
Years of Suffering.
"I wish to say a few words in praise
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy," says Mrs. Mattie
Burge, of Martinsville Va. "I suffered
from chronic d'arrhoea for ten years
and uring that , time tried various
medicines without obtaining any permanent relief. Last summer one of
my children was taken with cholera
morbus, and I procured a bottle of this
remedy. Only two doses were required to give her entire' relief. I then decided to try the medicine myself, and
did not use all of one bottle before I
was well and I have never since been
roubled with that complaint. One
cannot say too much in favor of that
wouderful medicine." This remedy is
or sale by all druggists.
1

Notice for Publication.
(Small Holding CUim No.
DEPAKTMItNT

OF

I

2GI7,)
HE INTERIOR.

United States Land Office. Santa Fe, N M.,
Notice is here!) (riven that the
claimant has tiled notice of
his intention to make final proof in support
of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the
act of March:). 189 i (26 Stats. ,8S4, as amended
by the act of February 2', 1891 (27 Stats., 470),
snd that said proof will be made before
the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office at SanU Fe, N. M
on July 20,
1904, viz : Jose Gonzales for the Tract in Sec.
M
N.
R.
M.
Me names
0B..
P.
4.T.13N.,
the following witness to prove his actual
adverse
continuous
possession of said tract
for twenty years next
preceding the survey
of the township, viz: Andres C de Baoa of
Santa Fe, N. M., George Trujillo of Kennedy,
N M , Agapito Sena, Ambrosio Pino of Galisteo, N, M.
Any person who desires to
against
the allowance of said proof, orprotest
who knows of
any substantial reason, under the laws and
regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will
be given an opportunity at the above mentioned time ana place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
Mantkt. R. Ot bo. Register.
:.H. 1904.
following-name- d

May

.

.

cross-examin- e

WORKING NIGHT AND DAY.
The busiest and mightiest little
thing that ever was made was Dr.
King's New Life Pills. These pills
change weakness Into strength,
into energy, brain fag into
mental power. They're wonderful in
building up the health. Only 25c per
box. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Notice for Publication.
(Small Holding Claim No. 2621.)

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office, Santa Fe. N M.
June 1, 1004. Notice is hereby given that the
following-name- d
claimant has filed notice of
his intention to make final proof in support
of his claim under section! 16 and 17 of the
act of March 3. 1891 (26 Stats . 854) , as amended
by the act of February 21, 1803 (27 Stats,, 470),
and that said proof will be made before
the Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 20,
1904, viz ; Manuel C, de Baca for the Tract in
Sec. 4. T. 13 N., R. 9 E., N. M. P. M. He
names the following witnesses to prove his
actual continuous adverse possession of said
tract for twenty years next preceding the
viz: Andres C. de
survey of the township,
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. M. George Trujillo, of
N.
Ambrosio
,

M., Agapito Sena,
Kennedy,
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
under the laws and
any substantialthereason
Interior Department why
regulations of
such proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
the wittime and place to
nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
Max t; El R. Otkro, Register.
above-mention-

cross-exami-

Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and

claimed in each of the suits filed was
very often excessive; and it appears
f
from the claims made, that fully
or more of the total area of New
Mexico, was covered and apparently
clouded by these titles. The accurate
amount of land which has been confirmed, and the surveys approved by
the Court within New Mexico, is
acres, less than six per cent of
the area claimed. In Arizona the area
claimed was not so large, excepting
the fraudulent claim of J. A. Peralta
Reavis and his wife for "La Baronia
de Arizonaca" for 12,467,556 acres; but
the areas were quite large and the
questions and contentions sufficiently
acrimonious to demand of this office
careful investigation and preparation.
The areas were reduced from 837,679
acres claimed to 116,539 acres confirmed, and surveys approved by the
Court.
The contentions and feuds between
settlers and claimants over the possession of these lands were encountered by me immediately
upon taking
charge of the litigation and lasted until final decrees were entered.
The peaceful conditions since and
the prosperity of the community as
this tribunal uasses cut is sufficiently
important and gratifying to be noted.

THE FINUREPORT.

Diarr-

hoea Remedy.
This remedy is certain to be needed
in almost every home before the summer is over. It can always be depended upon even in the most severe and
dangerous cases. It 1: especially valuable for summer disorders in children
It is pleasant to take and never fails
to give prompt relief. Why not buy it
now? It may save life. For sale by

all druggists.

The New Mexican prints the news.

one-hal-

Continued from Page One.
filed in the New Mexico District,
including the Peralta
Reavis case (No. 110 in the New Mexico District No. 4 in the Arizona District) and three cases for lands claimed to be located within the State of
Colorado, but which were transferred
to and tried in the New Mexico District, 282 cases. Of this number 12
cases were for lands claimed to be situate in the Territory of Arizona, and
were transferred to that district, leaving 270 cases involving the validity of
201 grants with an area of U4,653,340
acres, of which amount the Court con
firmed 1,934,9S6 acres and rejected
32,718,354 acres of land, which were
tried and decided ia the New Mexico
District.
Schedule "B" contains a list of cases
tried and decided in the New Mexico
District, involving claims for money
judgment against the United States,
under the provisions of section fourteen of the act of March 3, 1891, for
lands patented by the United States
within grants confirmed by the Court.
Schedule "C" is a list of cases appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States from the District of New
Mexico, showing by whom appealed
and the final disposition thereof.
Prom schedule "D" it will be seen
that there were filed in the Arizona
District, including the 12 cases referred to in schedule "A" as transferred
from the New Mexico District, 20
cases; of these, one case (No. 4,
Heirs of Miguel Peralta, deceased,
vs. the United States, for the confirmation of the Peralta Grant, referred to
in schedule "A"), was transferred to
the New Mexico District, leaving 19
cases, involving the confirmation of
17 grants, with
a claimed area of
837,679.70 acres, of which number the
Court confirmed 116,639 acres and rejected 721,139 acres of land.
Schedule "E" is a list of cases appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States from the Arizona District, showing by whom appealed and
the final disposition thereof.
Separate report was made in each
case upon the conclusion of the trial
and entry of the decree by the Court.
Annual reports were submitted each
year of the business transacted. In
many instances, in the decree of confirmation, the exact area was not
specified for lack of official survey,
but the estimated area covered thereby was approximately stated in the reports from this office. In the schedules herewith submitted will be found
the exact area covered by the decrees
of confirmation and approval of surveys, and for which patent has been
or will be issued, as provided by law.
You are also advised that all records,
files and documents that have been in
the possession of the U. S. Attorney
or assistants and employes from time
to time, obtained from other offices
and departments, as well as private .individuals, have been returned and not
one has been lost or mislaid.
The Clerk of the Court, Mr. Ireneo
L. Chaves, advises mo that all papers,
files and records in the possession of
the Court, belonging to any other public office of the United States, have
been returned and not one has been
lost or mislaid, and that, all papers,
files and records in the possession of
or appertaining to said court have been
delivered to the Surveyor General of
the Territory of New Mexico, and receipts taken therefor. The delivery of
these records to the Surveyor General
of New Mexico was mado under instructions from the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, which instructions were given upon request of
the judges of the Court of Private
Land Claims conveyed to the Honorable Secretary of the Ulterior through
a letter from this office, dated the 15th
instant. It would be a great - misfortune if these papers, files and records
should be removed from the Territory,
where the land is situate.
The results disclosed by the sched-- ,
ules justifies me in calling attention
to the position taken by this office up-- ,
on the first investigations undertaken
after the organization of the Court,
viz:
That the aid and assistance of a reliable expert familiar with the archives
the genuineness of the grants where
the documentary or record evidenc was
obtainable could be determined with
reasonable certainty; but as many of
the muniments of title were very old,
fragmentary and often incomplete, and
the boundaries of land granted designated by natural objects, the names
applied thereto, during the Spanish
dominion, being unknown at the present day, and which could be applied to
a number of different natural objects
within the locality, rendered the determination of the amount of land
granted In each particular instance of
the utmost importance. The dangers
attending this condition were fully appreciated and reported to the Department with the request for authority
to employ competent and reliable experts, assistants and special agents
with a view of ascertaining whether
the claims presented were genuine or
not; and if genuine, the location and
amount of land conveyed thereby, as
well as the extent and nature of the
possession. I was advised that there
was no money appropriated by Congress! which the Attorney General
could lawfully use for such purpose.
The danger lurking in unknown
areas of lands to be, determined by
identification of boundaries was impressed upon the Department and after requests and reports made from
time to time to and recommendations
by the Attorney General, Congress appropriated sufficient money with which
to enable the office to investigate and
protect the Government against extravagant claims. The amount of land

that, there were

NIGHT WAS HER TEROR.
"I would cough nearly all night
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate, of
Alexandria, Indiana., "and could hardly get any sleep. I had consumption
so bad that if I walked a block I
would cough frightfully and spit blood,
but, when all other medicines failed,
three $1.00 bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery wholly cured me and I
gained 58 pounds." It's absolutely
guaranteed to cure coughs, colds, la
grippe, bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1. Trial
bottles free at Fischer Drug Company.
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the New Mexico Print
ing Company will be held at the office
of the company in the city of Santa
Fe, Territory of New Mexico on Mon
day July 11, 1904,4 p.m. for the election
of directors for ensuing year and for
the transaction of such business as
may regularly come before the meet
ing. Stockholders will please take no
tice.
P. F. KNIGHT.

WANTS
AND

And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go
above them in places.

ADS

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED Man under 35 years of
age from Santa Fe, with fair education to prepare for lucrative government position. Begin with a salary
of $800 with increase as deserved.
Write at once, I. S. S., Box 570, Cedar
Rapids, Ia.

Mexican Central Railway
Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

With

FOR SALE House and four lots
cheap; $100 cash, $10 a month thereafter. Inquire of S. H. Failor.
W.
FOR SALE A Densmore typewriting machine in first class condition.
Terms reasonable.
Apply at the New
Mexican office.

Address the undersigned for fall and reliable information.
A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHERY,
Commercial Agent. El Paso, Texaa,
City of Mer'co.

D. MURDOCK,

VVORMS!

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
A few comfortably furnished rooms
with use of bath. Apply at Claire Hotel.

For Sale By FISCHER DRUG

TVnncD

1

upf
resl-enc- e

Best in Quality.

SSS

COMPANY, Santa Fe,

M.

Awjulfltedacto

HERBINE

HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condi-

Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
at the Bon Ton.
breads at

Most in Quantity.

Are buto Indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
both are dangerous
don'ttake calomel or

on Montezuma Avenue.

Lamb fries, sweet

VERMIFUGE

sbvoozsti

Booth's oysters any way you want
them at Bon Ton.
One-hal-

WHITE'S CREAM

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
.XjXj
Prepared by- -

FOR RENTi Elks' Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis, trustee.

FOR SALE Standard make,
right piano in good condition.
its regular price. Call at Lutz's

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
you m good neaitn.
TRY IT
30o l Bottle.
All Drugjlsts.

uver uu,

TO-DA-

the

Bon Ton.

HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe
BRUTALLY TORTURED.
for
that
per
light
sistent and unmerciful torture has perhaps never been equaled. Joe Golo- bick of Colusa, Calif., writes. "For 15
insufferable pain
years I endured
from rheumatism and nothing relieved
me though I tried everything known.
I came across Electric Bitters and it's
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
Secretary. the greatest med'eine on earth for that
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8 1904.
trouble. A few bottles of it completeNew Mexico
Santa Fe
Just as
ly relieved and cured me."
INDIGESTION.
good for liver and kidney troubles and
With its companions, heart burn,
general debility. Only 50c. Satisfac
flatulence, torpidity of the liver, con tion
guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
stipation, palpitation of the heart, poor
blood, headache and o lier nervous
handsome desFor
Cloudcroft!
symptoms, sallow skin, foul tongue, of- criptive literature and detailed inforfensive breath and a legion of other mation as to
rates, etc., address A. N.
ailments, is at once the most
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northdestructive malady among eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
the American people. The Herbine
treatment will cure all these troubles.
CROUP.
50c bottle. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Is a violent inflamaHon of the mucous membrane of the wind pipe,
Twice your money's worth at the which sometimes extends to the
larynx
Bon Ton.
and bronchial tubes; and is one of the
most dangerous diseases of children.
NO PITY SHOWN.
It almost always comes on in the night.
"For years fate was after me con- Give frequent small doses of Ballard's
tinuously" writes F. A. Gulledge, Ver- Horehound Syrup and apply Ballard's
PAC
bena, Ala., "I had a terrible case of Snow Liniment externally to the
piles causing 24 tumors. When all throat. 25c, 50c, $1. Sold by Fischer
failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured Drug Company.
me. Equally good for burns and all
aches and pains. Only 25c at Fischer
The finest dinner in the city at the
Bon Ton.
Drug Company.
A case came to

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

EL PASO BOUTS

Texas

wide-spreadan- d

Pacific Railway

&

fcfffllJ

TEXAS

When bilious take Chamberlain's
RATES TO COLORADO.
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
Via Santa Fe.
Denver and return $22.55, Colorado by all druggists.
Springs $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55, on sale
daily, good to return until October 31.
Call on Santa Fe agents.
H. S.LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe. In Passenger Schedule on the Santa
Fe Central Railway Daylight PasBaseball Players and Foot Racers.
Between
senger Service
Louis J. Kruger,
long
Santa Fe and El Paso.
distance foot racer of Germany and
Holland, writes, Oct. 27, 1901: "During
The Santa Fe Central Railway Commy training of eight weeks' foot races pany will inaugurate effective June 5,
at Salt Lake City, in April last, I used 1904, new passenger service between
Ballard's Snow Liniment to my great Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
satisfaction. Therefore I highly rec- with the El
Sysommend Snow Liniment to all who are tem. This new service will be daily
troubled with sprains, bruises or rheu- and close connection will be made at
matism." 25c, 50c, $1 bottle Sold by Torrance, New Mexico, with the El
Fischer Drug Company.
System trains to
and from El Paso and all points south,
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton. east and west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
leave Santa Fe daily at 6 o'clock a. m.
Rheufor
Recommended
Cheerfully
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25 a. m.,
matism.
10:30 a. m. and arrive
O. G. Higbee, Danville, Ills., writes, leave Torrance
6 p. m, El
Paso
EI
I
two
Dec. 2, 1901: "About
years ago
System train No.4 will depart from
was laid up for four months with rheumatism. I tried Ballard's Snow Lini- El Paso 7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
m. Santa Fe Central train No.
ment; one bottle cured me. I can 3:25 p.
2
will
Torrance 3:30 p. m. arleave
cheerfully recommend it to all sufferrive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will
affliction."
50c,
from
like
$i.
25c,
ing
also be made at Torrance with all
Sold by Fischer Drug Company.
trains to and from the east via the El
and Rock Island
Mexican calientes served only at the
all El
Systems,
Bon Ton.
System trains will carry Pullman
standard, wide vestibule equipment, a
Sold standard nnrt tourist sloener. also
One .Lady's Recommendation
I
chair car. These trains will also car-!rFifty Boxes of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Rock Island System dining cars in
I have, I believe, sold fifty boxes of which all meals will be served.
Chamberlain's Liver and Stomach TabAttention is also called to the fact
of one that the El
lets on the recommendation
and
lady here.who first bought a box of Rock Island systems are paying espethem about a year ago. She never cial attention to World's Fair travel.
tires of telling her neighbors and
It has been arranged for their trains
friends about the good qualities of to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
these Tablets. P. M. Shore, Druggist, and theirs' is the only line from the
The pleasant southwest which has its own station
Indiana.
Rochester,
purgative effect of these tablets makes at the World's Fair grounds, and passthem a favorite with ladies everywhere engers traveling via this line may
For sale by all druggists.
leave the train at the World's Fair
gates and avoid the crowds and delay
at the Union Station.
IMPORTANT.
For passenger rates and other inforThe Santa Fe Central now has on
sale round trip tickets for $15, good for mation address or call on B. W. Rob-bingeneral passenger agent, Santa
return until September 30, to Cloude, New
croft, New Mexico, the most famous Fe Central Railway, Santa
summer resort in the southwest. For Mexico.
urther information apply to B. W.
The best is not too good for the Bar
G. P. A., Santa I'e Central RailTon.
way, Santa Fe, N. M.
LOW
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man- express

Sjp.

NFW scHEiDL.ii NEW
Leaves

1

Paso Daily at 6:30 p. m. Mountain Time.

This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all potato
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve- - North, East and Southeast,
For schedules, rates and other ls
port and St. Louis without change.
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
to Chicago and intermediate points.,
,AiU
(

j

R. W.

Southwestern

i. O.

CURTIS

Passenger Agent

EL PASO,

TEXAS

E. P. TURNER

LEONARD

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS

traveling Passenger Agent
EL PA80, TEXAS

Wabash Route

n

NIAGARA

ST. LOUIS

y

Rob-bin-

trouble to
-

FALLS

CHICAGO
,

NEW YORK

DETROIT

BOSTOR

BUFFALO

CSTXS0.
Shortest and Oato
RaeainR Over Us em Traek frost Kansas City os
tu. Loali to KlafiM Vails sad Buffalo. WUfc AM iieSera Conveniences.

Ue

Hate and Service Unexcelled
Three SelW Feat Tiros
Step-ev-er
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est all
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atei Wabash PeUet jjhiW Can,
K fc
lokei Age.te or address

Vor
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Train Daily

Meets served In the seta
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Time to Change

It s

If

1

! !

Give your faithful but tired Winter Suit a rest. A few days ago it
took courage to wear a Spring Suit. Now it takes more courage to
keep on your Winter "duds." If you knew how many of the very best
dressed men here were wearing Suits bought here you'd be surprised.

$8.50, $10, $14, $18

if.

mm

up to

$25

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

Guarantee of Style and Service

Goes with every sale we make. We shall be pleased to show you the
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN
of Santa Fe.
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City
249-25San Francisco St. Phone No. 08
3

jt

- JEWELRY

IAMONl)S

Manufacturer of

fiEMI HLKBEEJEWELBT-

WATCHES, CLOCKS.
SILVERWARE, ETC.
AIX KINDS O DESIGNS IK
e Fob Chains,
filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Casta,

-

msa
Fresh Fruits in Season!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N.

FLOWERS

A

M.

DECORATIONS

FLORAL DESIGNS

lall ii

J

j&

10 to

1

of malaria.

0

P. O. Box 457

you do if you are a victim

Dcn't Do li. It'a Dangerous.
svill euro malaria, but it leaves
almost tleatlly alter euects.

mBiiiiH2Z.o.

1

We'll admit it

H

is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, Biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY IT
TO-DA-

i

i

50 Cents tx Bottle.

'

All Druggists.

HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa F

want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
went to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

If you

The Hallack
I

Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard for

returned

9

E STABILISED 1856

yester-

day from Albuquerque, where she had
gone to spend the Fourth.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott returned last night from a business trip
to Denver.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who has
been to Albuquerque on legal business,
came home this noon.
B. A. Sleyster, insurance man of Albuquerque, arrived today on the noon
train. He is here to attend to business.
John Martin, a mining man of the
Cerrillos mining camp, was a passenger north this forenoon. He is here to
purchase supplies.
M. B. Hoffman, traveling
freight
agent for the Missouri Pacific Railway,
with headquarters in Denver, was in
the city yesterday on business for his

Misses and
Children

F01 Ladies,

SHOES! SHOES!

SELIC

to

HOSIERY

L

In the City

E

TOPSY HOSE

S

IRON CLAD HOSE

e!

For Men, Women and
Children.

L

E

W

LADIES'
WAISTS
Stylish and

O

A

For Men and Boys

BROS. CO.

R

LADIES'
TRIMBED

E

HATS

T
A

Our Spncial Sale will continue for two weeks

I

OUR SPECIALTY!
The only house in the city
carrying a new and
.
line of

...

LADIES' TRIMMED HATS

L

longer.

1903

We carry the best line of

H

SHOES

road.
Miss

Ester B. Hoyt, a teacher of the
Indian school at San Ildefonso, left this
morning for a visit at Lawrence, Kansas. She will spend her entire vacation there.
F. A. Elliott and V. J. Kennedy of
the Bromide camp where they are interested in mining matters, were registered at the Claire yesterday from
Tres Piedras.
0, W. Alexander
mining engineer
who
with headquarters at Cerrillos,
lives on a ranch near that camp, was
among the visitors to the Capital during Sunday and Monday.
N. Salmon will leave in a few days
for the Jemez Hot Springs to visit his
wife and daughter who have been sojourning there for several weeks. They
will accompany him home.
Report from San Marcial has it that
Dr. C. G. Cruickshauk of that town,
who is grand master of the I. O. 0, F.,
of New Mexico and well known in
Santa Fe. is a very sick man.
Mrs. W. Hayes Moore and three children, left this morning via the Santa
Fe Railway for Mrs. Moore's old home
in Ocean Grove, New Jersey, where
they expect to spend the summer.
Mrs. David Knapp and two children,
together with Mrs. A. R. Gibson and
daughter, left yesterday morning on
the Santa Fe Central for Antelope
Springs on a visit to Mrs. Frank

w

UTZ & DUNN'S

Every pair guaranteed
give satisfaction

INCORPORATED

The Lowest Priced House in the City for Fine Goods

r

Telephone 26.

San Francisco St.

S- -

Kaune

& Cq

GROCERS
We Are Headquarters For

DENVER

Dr. J. C. Lemmon, and wife, of Jasper, Indiana, arrived here on Saturday
and after spending a day at Sunmount,
left for a camping trip on the Upper

WE ARE RECEIVING SOME FANCY BERRIES
EVERY DAY

Pecos where they expect to be some

P. Jones,

FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY

A WEEK.
&

FRIDAY.

Nor-mandi-

DoYoTakfQuiiincl
It's

fair.
Mrs. A. J. Chapman

superintendent of the time.
union stock yards in this city, has re
James Lamb, superintendent of the
turned from a business trip to Denver. mines of the Rocky Mountain Fuel and
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna of Las Iron Company at Madrid arrived SunLunas, spent the Fourth in Albuquer day from that town and remained unque, and were guests at the Alverado. til last night, registered at the
C.

SPECIALTY irm

WEDDING BOUQUETS

12

Joseph Blonger, a mining men at
Cerrillos, is here for a few clays.
Miss Anna L. Hase left Sunday for
Albuquerque to visit, her parents for a
month.
Miss Myrtle Gunsel of Albuquerque,
has gone to Los Angeles for a month's
visit with friends.
Miss Pearl Berry of Socorro, is visiting at the home of her sister Mrs.
Baca in Albuquerque.
J, J, Leeson of Socorro, who has
been quite ill, has recovered and is attending to business again.
lion. T. B. Catron returned yester-dafrom Las Veeras where he had
been attending to legal business.
Charles E, Doll, commercial man
with headquarters in Denver, left for
Albuquerque on Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Antonito Valdez, was a passenger for Las Vegas on this forenoon's
(train, where she will visit friends.
Mrs. Joseph E. Saint of Albuquer
que, lias returned nome ironi a visu
With her mother at Winfleld, Kansas.
C. W. Todd of Las Vegas, representing a Chicago meat packing firm, was
in town today looking after business.

v

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

Telephone No.

1

Cip-rian- o

ffoath Side Plaza - Santa Fe

mm
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j
PERSONAL MENTION

yjt

last of the week for St. Louis where
he will spend about 30 days at the

Qprfty

and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
Fo Sale fey SS
W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

Mrs. Leon B. Stern and son of Albuquerque, have gone to southern California to he absent a month or six
weeks.
Carl A. Bishop left this morning for
Boston and New York, and will spend
two months in the east before his return.
Mrs, S. C. Clarke, wife of the physician at Madrid, was a guest at the Palace on Sunday and spent the Fourth
here.
Henry Lutz, merchant at Lincoln, the
county seat of Lincoln County, arrived
in town yesterday. He is here on business.
C. G. Coleman, U. S. deputy surveyor,
left this morning for the Pecos River
country, where he has surveying work
to do.
mercantile
S. Golding, engaged in
pursuits at Madrid, was among those
from that camp who spent Sunday and
Monday here.
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and son, are
here from San Juan and are visiting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. S. Spitz on
Palace Avenue.
Miss Adaline Damiano, Frank Dami-anand Horace Palladino of Albuquerque, spent the Fourth here as guests at
the Digneo residence.
W. D. Lee, general manager of the
Santa Fe Central, left this morning for
Denver on railroad business. He will
be absent several days.
Samuel Pate, ranchman on the Upper Pecos, with headquarters at Rowe,
returned home this morning after
spending the Fourth here.
Mrs. David J. Lowitzki returned Sunday from a six weeks' sojourn with her
parents at her old home in Brooklyn.
Her husband met her at Lamy.
Mrs. Warren J. Shaaf of Chicago, Illinois, who has been at Denver, Colorado, the past few weeks, has returned
to Santa Fe to spend the summer.
Mrs. John C. Sears and children left
Saturday for Raton for a visit with
Mr. Sears who is now employed at the
Santa Fe Railway depot in that town.
J. V. Orchard, of Estancia, formerly
superintendent of construction for the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company,
was in the city on Monday on business.
Among the Madrid people who had
a good time in town Sunday and Monday were Mr. and Mrs. D. Aber, Mr.
and Mrs. I. Harmon and George Flaher-

E. Martin, clerk of the Fifth JuDistrict, who has been in the
city several days on legal business
connected with his official position and
YV.

BOSS PATENT and

TJf

also visiting friends, returned to his
southern home this afternoon.
William T. Horrocks and wife, of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, were among
in the city yesterday.
the visitors
:
for; 50 lb. Sack
BOSS PATENT :
They have been in Albuquerque for
several months for the benefit of Mr.
rDVCTAf DATEWT
for 50 lb. Sack
Horrocks' health.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Olson and daughters of Madrid, spent Sunday and yesterday in the city and were interested
spectators at the ball game. Mr. Olson has charge of the store of the
Rocky Mountain Fuel and Iron Company at Madrid.
E. V. Chaves of Albuquerque, one of
the delegates to the Democratic national convention, left for St. Louis
Saturday last, and will be found with
the New Mexico delegation at the Coli-siuwhen the Democratic convention
meets tomorrow.
Earl E. Sidebottom and bride of
are the guests of Mr.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Sidebottom of Galisteo Street, and will
remain here for a week. They are on
the return from their wedding trip
which took them as far east as Buffalo,
HEW MEXICAH PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.
New York.
Mrs. J. P. Delgado, daughter of Ben
jamin M. Read, of this city, will arrive
J. S. CAXPELAHIO
here on the Santa Fe this evening to
301 San Jraueiseo St!
make her home in this city. Her husband, J. P. Delgado, has accepted a
position in Dudleyville, Arizona, and
has left for that town to assume charge
of his new position.
Miss Emily A. Walter, of the
force, whose annual vacation
commenced today, will leave tomorrow
morning for the ranch of Dr. William
Sparks on the Upper Pecos to spend
two weeks. She will take with her
Dorothy and John Walter, children of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter of
Palace Avenue.
J. D. Keiter, of South Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, who spent a week in this
city as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
A. F. Walter, has gone to Belle Plains,
mmW M
MAI
Kansas. He was so thoroughly imcliwith
the
and
the
pressed
beauty
1
mate of Santa Fe, that he may return
to this city with his wife and child, to
'
- - make it his permanent residence.
......
gKBKfc
ty.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Martin, during
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
Frank C. Ellis, drug clerk with the the past week entertained a number
Continued on Page Five.
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
Fischer Drug Company, will leave the

CRYSTAL PATENT

F IQUt

$1.50
$1.40

I

Side-bottom-

o

THE OLD CURIO STORE

post-offic-

FAMOUS

e

ifMEyg

Leads Them

IRELAND'S

We Have Jast Received Another Car of

dicial

Jt9i'

All

ICE

:

CREAM SODA.

J J in Santa Fe until 9:40 a. m. for Las VeWEDDING BELLS.
gas, and until 4:10 p. m. for AlbuquerJ que;
reach market in the
MINOR CITY TOPICS J latter and cannot
Miss Nellie Coombs and John V. Conplace until the third day.
way Married Yesterday at the
Probate Court was in session today
Cathedral.
tomorrow
until
at
noon
and
adjourned
For cheap rates to all points east
10
o'clock.
at
via the Rock Island see the Santa Fe morning
At 9 o'clock yesterday forenoon at
The weather must stay clear today
Central agent in the Catron Block on
the
Cathedral, a quiet wedding was
Weathto
and
the
tomorrow,
according
the east side of the Plaza.
er Bureau which says "generally fair celebrated, the bride being Miss Nellie
The glorious Fourth was celebrated
Coombs and the groom John V. Con
tonight and Wednesday. Cooler weathhere by the burning of Are works and er
way, both of this city. The marriage
in north portion Wednesday."
ball games, as well as concerts in the
was performed by the Very
ceremony
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. Rev. Vicar General
afternoon and evening at the plaza by
Antonio Fourche.
communiwill
a
hold
Masons,
special
the First Regimental Band.
those
and
the bridal pair
gu
attending
at 8 o'clock at Ma were James B. Read
cation this
and Miss Myrtle
Gordon Goebel .writes from Albu- sonic Hall. evening
Work in the M. M. degree.
querque to his parents here and states
Masons are courteously invit- Hampel.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and
he had a very nice trip by wheel from Visiting
ed to attend.
A J

GIRL POISONED
BY

DRINKING

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

LYE

CO.

S

jt j S. 0. URTWRIGHT, Sec'y
No. 250 San Francisco Street.

GEO. W. HICKOX, President
A

Four Year Old Child of an Eddy
County Couple Commits Accidental Suicide.

Marie, the four year old daughter of
Mrs. Louis Oilman of Eddy
County, living on a ranch near tin
Texas line, last week emptied a can of
concentrated lye and died a few hour
afterwards. This is the third child the
couple has lost by death within two
years.
Mr. and

Grocery Telephone No. 4.

and

Trea.

Meat Market Telephone

No.

49.

THE PERFECT FOOD.
good as 40c coffee but we do say thai
Rice is considered the perfect food it is the best coffee ever sold here at
by a majority of the world's population 25c, and many think it equal to the
We have recently received a large grades usually sold at 35c.
consignment of this cereal and we SEAL BRAND in cans only, per lb. 40o
now offer it at prices which make it a
MEAT MARKET
most economical food for all. Thih
Now is the time to be careful as to
?
in
in
to
mind
be
view
especially
kept
your fresh meat. In spite of the rag
of th3 high price of potatoes and other cent
advances in the price of fresH
vegetables.
meat, our prices are still very reason
lbs. Honduras Rice
25
aide in comparison with hose in other
This is a good whole grained rice
cities.
We handle only the best corn
and will be found excellent value.
fed beef, lamb and mutton. Cold, boh
4 lbs. Japan Rice
25
ed ham. brains liver sweet breads.
This is a grad i always heretofore
always in stock. Call
etailed by us at 3 lbs. for .25. 3 lbs. ausages nearly
Piione 4!) or better come in person
Coralina
Head
We up see how
Rice
and
clean and sweet our shop
have never before been able to offer a
and how we have succeeded in
fine grade of head rice at this figure
baffling the butcher's hot weather en
DRIED FRUIT.
the fly.
emy,
we are in receipt ot a iresh con
No. 4 BMERY.
signment of California dried fruits.
Our bake shop i i the housewife's
These will be found a grateful change
from the too heating foods so much in friend. Our broad as made under our
se at this time of year. Dried fruits present foreman is a revelation as to
are not. conducive to stomach troubles what can be and is done in the modern
s is too often the cas with the fresh bake shop. It is not our aim to raise
arieties.
More economical also. It the bread till all the strength is gono
takes from five to ten pounds of fresh from the flour, in order to make the
oaf look big, but on the contrary wo
fruit to produce one pound of dried.
are now turnin out a solid, substan8
10c and 12
Prunes at
tial, sweet tasting loaf that it is a
12
Apples at
12
Peaches at
and 15c pleasure for us to sell and for our customers to eat.
COFFEE VALUE.
The biggest value in coffee ever of
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
fered the discriminating Santa
All the fresh fruits and vegetables
lic is Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA that the markets afford. Green peas,
lend at per pound naskage
.25c cauliflower, beets, cucumbers, lettuce,
We pay two cents a pound freight on radishes, strawberries, blackberries,
this coffee and sell it at the same price apricots, sweet' cherries pineapples,
as retailers get for it in the city of f cold storage wine saps, etc., at frequent
Chicago. We do not claim it to be as intervals.

DROWNED IN A WATER HOLE
Mrs. Charles W. Coombs now of this
H. L. Ortiz circulated a petition yes- city but
formerly residents of Puree),
terday morning for the benefit of the Indian Territory, and Lexington, Okla Earl Taylor Meets an Untimely End
soon.
While Swimming With Other
First Regimental Band and collected
where Mr. Coombs managed
City Club will hold its nearly $a0 inside of two hours. Most homa,
Boys at Tucumcari.
a
and
edited
weekly newspaper, "The
dance at the Sunmount
one seemed willing to help the Leader." The bride was born in Wirli-ita- ,
Tent City on Friday evening, July 8. every and
Earl, the thirteen year old son of Mr.
appeared to feel that it was
Kansas, attended public and high
All members will please meet at Elks' boys
their duty to donate something.
and
Mrs. "Louis Taylor, was drowned
in
schools
in
town
and
that
Arkansas
Hall, at 7:30 p. m., where carriages
at Tucumcari last week, while swimA coach load of citizens of Madrid City, where she
graduated at the high
will transfer them to Sunmount.
and Cerrillos arrived here Sunday school. She is a very pretty girl, ming in a water hole near the town.
Pedro Lobato, the four year old son noon. The passengers came to spend
years of age, blonde, tall with An effort was made by his companions
of Mrs. Paulita Lobato, had the mis- the Fourth in the city and to witness aeighteen
She is accomplished to save him but without avail. The
willowy
fortune to break one of his arms Sun- the ball game between the Madrid nine and has figure.
friends at her old home demains were taken to Alamogordo.
many
day last in a fall from a wall. The and the Santa Fe Mechanics.
as well as here. She came to the city where interment was made.
arm was properly set by a phyisician
WANTED For the U. S. army: able with her parents about six months
and the boy is doing well.
bodied, unmarried men, between ages ago, met Mr. Conway and the acquain- A SHEEP HERDER STRUCK
BY LIGHTNING.
A large barn in which a considerable
of 21 and 35; citizens of I'nited States tance ripened into such an affection as
.
thP
nlfnlfn itrott ctrTfwl
Lorento Lente, a sheep herder of Coof good character and temperate hab- to result in the wedding.
Mr. Conway was born and raised in rona, Lincoln County, was struck by
property of Simon Bibo at Grants, was its, who can speak, read and write,
consumed by fire Friday night last, the English. For information apply to re- this city, received his education at St. lightning and instantly killed on Sunbuildings and contents proving a total cruiting officer, 250 San Francisco Michael's College, is a successful busi- day while herding his flock near Coroness man, and manages a very remun- na. The remains were shipped to Los
loss, so says a letter from Grants, re- Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I.
ceived yesterday in the city.
The California Entertaining Com- erative restaurant and hotel. He is unas for Interment,
,
in
WANTED By C. W. Moore &
and
strong
politics
a
with
line
of
although quite
pany,
moving pictures
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES
at. their saw mill in Cajon Gran-- ' and illustrated
songs, will be in the young, has served creditably as a
IN OTERO COUNTY.
six
Land
nf
the city hoard of education
Grant,
de, on the Gabaldon
city for m balance of this week com member
The Democratic primaries of Otero
several
as
miles north of town, the following: mencing
clerk
times,
of
that
body
Mr.
Wednesday
night.
will lie held on Saturday, SepFive men, one log turner, one
Hughes, one member of the company is and has twice been elected to the im- County
tember 17. The county committee has
one
office
one teamster, one skidder, and
of
of
portant
to
a
superintendent
have
fine
pub
voice
and
reported
very
lic schools of this county, which lie organized by electing J. L, Lawson
general helper, apply at the saw mill.
sings in both English and Spanish.
now
holds and fills very efficiently, president, and W. C. Smith secretary.
Marieta Domingues. the infant girl
Tiie board of county commissioners
of Mr. and Mrs. Albino Dominguez, was in session today in regular quar- creditably and witli benefit to the
schools and people. The newly mar- - METHODIST CHURCH
died yesterday at the home of her par- terly meeting. There were
present:
FOR H LLSBORO.
ents in the fourth ward, of an infan- Chairman A. L. Kendall of Cerrillos; ucu euiijm? nave. gone to nouse Keepof AlbuquerThomas
Harwood
Rev,
100
College Street where they
tile disease. The funeral took place Commissioner Arthur Seligman of this ing at
was
last
week to
Lake
at
que,
will
Valley
be
at
to
CO
home
and
their
the
friends.
Cathedral
from
The
this afternon
city, and Commissioner Nicolas Quin-tan- New Mexican
to
lumber
of
from
attend
the
transfer
as
well
in
Rosario
as the many
the remains were interred
of Pojoaquo, Probate Clerk Ceiso
friends and well wishers of .Mr. and that point to Hillsboro, for the erection
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Cemetery.
Lopez and Deputy Clerk Federico Lo- Mrs.
Conway extend best wishes to the of a Methodist Episcopal Church to
The sheriff's sale of the grocery pez. The day was consumed in attend- Cbinaware, Glassware, JNetara Frames and Holdings Stoves and Ranges
bride and groom and sincere congratu- cost $1,000.
..stock of Esteban Gutierrez, at his store ing to routine business and examining, lations to the
Made to Order
Goods Bold on Easy Payments
for
selectgroom
having
at the corner of Water and Sandoval auditing and approving accounts incur-Street- ed so
a through
announces
Fe
The
Santa
and
a
mate
pretty
for
charming
on an execution to Leo Hersch red during the quarter ending June 30.
life.
daily sleeper from El Paso to St. Louis
for $114.80, which was to have taken! 904.
via Kansas City during the World's
place at 10 o'clock this morning, has
presiflent A B McGaffey of the New
Fair period. Connection for this train
CHARLES WAGJfiER
.: Mexico Terr tor a
wecu iJOBipuucu uiiui o
Fair Assnptntlon
leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 a. m. and one
OF JOSE.
row morning.
and Secretary Maynard Gunsul, have
section has been assigned to the Santa
"Licensed Embalmer,"
Fe office for the accommodation of pasSuperintendent H. O. Bursum has a gone to St, Louis to stay for a solid
detachment of convicts at work on Pal- month. The officers do not expect, to Not a Single Cloudy Day At No Time sengers from this city.
Did Temperature Exceed 82
ace Avenue filling in the ruts and make the Albuquerque fair quite the
chuck holes on that street with clay equal of the World's Exposition, but
Degrees.
Beginning Just 1st the Denver &
and sand and putting the thorough- they are going to make a hard try for
San Francisco Street.
Rio Grande names rates from Santa
Telephone IP.
The following is a meteorological Fe as follows:
Nigh? Mut Answered Cram residence Telephone No. i.
fare in good condition. If water could second place, with fair chances of rebe had now for sprinkling, it would sults. They are in the World's Fair summary for the month of June just
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
ba still better.
To Colorado Springs
and return,
city for the primary purpose of secur- past, prepared from the record of obA picnic party, consisting of Mr. and ing attractions for New Mexico's an- servations by the United States Weath$19.55.
To Denver and return, $22.55.
Mrs. Amado Chaves, Dr. and Mrs. C. N. nual carnival. One of these is to be an er Bureau in this city: Mean temperCuisine and Tab's
fWBevated and Refuf
To 'Glen wood Springs and return,
Lord, Mr. and Airs. George A. Fleming, air ship, the first ever brought to New ature 63 degrees: maximum temperaService Unexcel id
1
1
aiskssl
82
ture
Throughout
lowest $28.65.
degrees on June
Mrs. James L Seligman, Miss Jose- Mexico which will make daily ascents
40
30
six
on
the
to
of
litof
Limited
from
June
date
the
fair.
4;
and
temperature
Pierce
Clarence
degrees
sale,
during
days
days
phine Woods,
greatest daily range 30 degrees on stop over privilege at and north of
tle Katherine Chaves, Morton SeligJune 10; least daily range 11 degrees Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
man, and De Forest Lord, escaped
PERSONAL MENTION.
on June 3; accumulated excess in tem- H. McBride, nsrent.
from the noises of town yesterday to
perature since New Year 102 degrees;
the quiet and beauties of the head of
WILLIAM VAOOHN, PROP.
direction of the wind, southprevailing
Dalton Canon beyond the convicts
The New Mexican prints tie news.
Continued from Page Four.
C.o02
east:
total
movement
at
the
end of the "Scenic Route." of friends at their home in Socorro.
miles;
camp
Large Sample Rooms fer Commercial fflen
maximum velocity 34 miles per hour
A Fourth of July garden party was
During the evening a musical pro- from the southwest
21 ; precion
June
and gram was rendered and light refreshNew Mexico
given by Miss Frida Wientge
Amie Whitman at the home of the ments were served. Among the guests pitation 1.53, inches, a deficiency since
1.82
New Year of
inches; number of
former, in which fire works running were: Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Dougherty,
races and refreshments were galore Mr. and Mrs. A. Mayer, Mr. and Mrs clear days 16; partly cloudy If:
cloudy 0; days on which .01 of an inch
Those in attendance expressed them W. Homer Hill, Mrs. C. F. Blackington
or
more of rain fell 12; mean maxi:
BEGINS TODAY AT
entertain-well
selves
Misses Ramsey, Hendricks. Ruby Ber
pleased with the
ment furnished by the young people. ry, Lena Price, Estelle Kiehne and mum temperature 74.4 degrees; mean
MISS A. MUGLER
minimum temperature 51.2 degrees;
Among those present were Mr. and Madge Terry and Messrs. L. E. Kit'
8 p. m. 32 degrees.
at
relative
humidity
Miss
Mrs. Whitman, Mrs. and
Weltmer, tress, w. m. swisner, rJ. u frice, Jos- Chiffons in colors will sell at- one-hal- f
Mrs. Mugler, Mrs. Wientge, Miss Mug-ler- , eph Greenwald, and E. A. Drake.
the Misses Wientge and W. P.
NEW WELLS IN
the regular price, also fine flowClark.
PRELIMINARY
LINCOLN COUNTY ers, lace, gauze and all summer goods,
Residents on Palace Avenue and on
MEASUREMENTS
desirous
are
Avenue
baby bonnets, mull hats, caps, silk
very
Highland
WHOLESALE
One Eight Hundred Feet Deep at Corothat the city marshal and city police
etc. Your opportunity at
etc.,
mitts,
na, Yields One Hundred and Fifty
and
study astronomy less and pay more at- The Chief of the Reclamation Service
hand to secure bargains. Come quick',
Gallons a Minute.
i
tention to the impounding of stray
the Rio Grande Valley in ConRETAIL
burros and the killing of worthless uncome soon and get your choice.
sultation With Albuquerque
William
Lane
has
an
just
licensed curs that infest the streets.
completed
Citizens.
DEALER IN
800 foot well at Corona in Lincoln
Complaints are very loud and many at
on
&
El
the
Paso
Northeastthe inattention of the city marshal and
B. M. Hall of the reclamation ser- County,
ern Railway. The well yields 150 galof the police to this matter. But then vice, and chief of
the
work lons a minute by pumping, without apthis is a reform city administration in the Rio Grande preliminary
Valley, is at Albu- parently decreasing the flow. Lane
and the study of astronomy is very
querque to consult with land owners has also finished work on a-- 500 foot
important.
and the members of the Commercial well at Fort Stanton and has been
FOUR NIGHTS
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
It would be difficult to enumerate Club. He will make a series of meas- awarded a contract to sink it 500 feet
COMMENCING
all the inconveniences to which peo- urements and surveys in reference to
deeper.
ple all over the Territory are subject- the White Rock Canon reservoir pro8,
ed by the present reduction of trains ject which may be favorably consider,
on the road from Santa Fe to Lamy. ed by the government as soon as the DESPONDENCY
Through the summer, both Las Vegas Elephant Butte dam litigation is finally
LEADS TO SUICIDE
and Albuquerque obtain much of their disposed of.
Dealer in New and
fresh fruit from the Espanola Valley.
Off
Second Hand
Man
Business
Shoots
been
heretofore
from
has
This
shipped
Farmington
A SPRINGER BOY INJURED.
His Head With a Winchester
Embudo, Chamita, Espanola, Hobart,
While Lying in Bed.
etc., about noon, and has arrived in
in Rugs
both Las Vegas and Albuquerque the He Was Thrown in Front of an Electric Car Out of a Carriage Taken
J. P. Ferrill of Farmington, a dealer
same night. Now, it has to lie over
to His Home.
in men's furnishing goods, committed
suicide in his rooms back of the store
If we must be afflicted with sore, weak Mr.Last week, William Kremis, son of on Saturday morning, by shooting himand Mrs. W. H. Kremis of Spring- self with a
Winchester rifle. He
and inflamed eyes, it is consoling to know
AJVD
er, Colfax County, was badly injured was lying in bed at the time and pulled
at Pueblo, Colorado. He occupied a the trigger with one toe. His head
two wheel cart with a sixteen year old was horribly mangled. His son, Harry
youth when the horse became unman- Ferrill, a young man 22 years of age.
ageable and jumped in front of an was in the garden behind the house
BY
electric street car. Both boys were at the time and hearing the shooting,
TfjE
.
thrown out and were seriously injured, went to his father's room where he
easy-paymentsWilliam lying unconscious for 24 found him lying dead. Ferrill was a CALIFORNIA ENTERTAIN- hours. After four days in a hospital man about 45 years of age and his desat Pueblo he was taken home to perate deed is thought to have been
MENT COMPANY
Springer where he is rapidly recover- due to despondency brought on by the
is always within reach and ready to cure
ing.
us if we follow the directions implicitly.
death of his wife in February last. He
CURES ALL EYE AFFECTIONS.
25 sad 35 Cents
.
also had business troubles for some Admission
All legal blanks at the New Mexican. time.
Reserved Seats at Ireland's.
All Goods delivered free of charge.
Well No. 425 on the Santa Fe Central
to Albuquerque and will return home
The-Cap-
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The Palace Hotel

GREAT

Santa Fe

Reduction Sale

LEO HERSCH . . .

OPERA

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

HOUSE

my

WONDERFUL

i

David S. LowiUfci

Animated

potion
Pictures

30-3- 0

Illustrated Songs

VE

SAV&

mm

latest designs

and Carpets.
Screen Doors and Window Screens.

Garden Hose.

Goods sold for

cash or on

1

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Hoyler's Candies Received Today

1
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Jttly 5, 904
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Married

Every woman covet a
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided.
before baby comes, as this
Friend
Mother'f
of
use
the
however, by
for
the strain upon it, apd
great liniment always prepares the body
reserves the symmetry ef her form. Mother's Priend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
Sanger of child-birtin. It is woman's greatest blessing.
without
oritical
this
period
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
r una wuuucuui
J,f..1
VI a:.
jmm

Women
h,

mother's
Frlend

Sold by all
druggists at f i.oo per
remedy.

bottle. Our little
book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free.
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THE WORLD'S FAIR LINE?

THE

i

1

1 1

'11.

1
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OF COURSE.
Why'. Because it is the only line which takes you to the World's
Fair. Passengers via the EPNE are carried to our World's Fair
Station (within 300 feet of the main entrance) if desired, thereby
avoiding the crowds at the Union station and a transfer of about
ohree miles across the city. Yes, you may go to the Union station if yon wish.
The EPNE is (h Suuftest line fom El Paso and the great south-So St. Louis, Chicago and all points north.
158 miles the
shortest to St. Louis, and only 48 hours on the road.
Yes, the best the Pullman Company provides, and all
Equipment?
ajeals served in dining cars. Via this line you are not put to the
inconvenience of eating at dining stations (20 minutes only).
Just step back to the dining car and eat at leisure the best the
markets afford.

;!

.1

A N. BROWN,

H. HEALY,
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.

G.

P. A.

i
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

office.

Make that visit to Kansas City
on your way to or from
the World's Fair.
permitted on all World's
Fair tickets issued by the Santa Fe.
Stop-ove-

H.

""""

"

S. LrUTZ,

r

o4gent, Santa Fe. N. M. can tell you about

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

&

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,
leges.
plete;

all graduates of Standard

Eastern

Col

New buildings, all furnishings

steam-heate-

T

TUITION, BOARD and

and equipments modern and com
watsr-workall conveniences.
LAUNDRY, $300 per session. Session is
baths,

s,

tftree terms of thirteen weeks each.
well- ROSWEW is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
watered.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
and E. A. Cahoon
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
sea-leve- l;

If you

want to buy anything, if yot- - want to sell anything, if you
.scant to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

it.

TERRITORIAL

TOPICS.

OTERO COUNTY.
A sad death which occurred in
t
week, was that of the
infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Stone, who passed away after a brief
were
illness. The funeral services
held from the Stone home. Rev. J. B.
Davis of the South Methodist Church
officiating.
MORA COUNTY.
from the
Two prisoners escaped
county jail at Mora recently and Juan
B. Martinez and Bias Sanchez, deputy
marshals, have instituted a thorough
search for them. Thev are now on the
track and a capture is expected soon
Two special cars, one of the El Paso
& Northeastern road, carrying officials
of that system, and the other a Santa
Fe car carrying officials of that road.
passed through Roy this week on thei
way to the Dawson coal fields. There
is a persistent rumor current to the ef
fect that the Santa Fe people are pre
,
paring to buy the fields.
A survey is being made of the boun
rlarv lines of school district No. 33 in
order to establish those lines to a cer
tainty. The district is 30 miles lonf
'and 19 wide bounded on the north by
Colfax County, on the south by San
Miguel County, on the east by Union
County and on the west by the rim of
the Red River Canon. The work is
being done in order to enable the
countv commissioners to make the
first levy for the school bonds which
are to be uoatea soon.
SOCORRO COUNTY.
F. C. Lincoln has recently been appointed assistant superintendent for
the Ruby Gold and Copper Company of
New York, at the company's mine at
Batamonte. Sonora. Mexico. The Ruby
Gold and Coppc. Company operates expensive mines at Batamonte and also
a large smelting plant. Mr. Lincoln
was formerly professor of chemistry
at the School of Mines at Socorro and
has made scores of friends since going
there. He will go east before taking
up his new work and it will be the
first part of August before he returns.
Crecensio Gallegos, a sheep herder,
arrived in Socorro recently. He had
the appearance of a crazy man and
was taken in charge by Jailor Robert
Lewis and placed in the county jail
for safe keeping. When taken in
charge by Jailor Lewis he would not
speak a word but after eating heartily
for several meals and sleeping all
night he talked very sensible and said
he was from Silver City and accord
ingly he was sent home. It was learn
ed that he has suffered several at
tacks of dementia recently.
EDDY COUNTY.
A marriage ceremony was perform
ed at Grace Church In Carlsbad re
cently, in which Miss Cordia Farmer
and Wiley H. Welch were the con
tracting parties. Rev. N. F. Marshall
performed the ceremony that made
them man and wife.
F. E. Lewis, recently purchased from
Charles Rascoe the McLanathen place
The price paid was
in La Huerta.
$2,000 for the five acres of land with
improvements.
Carlsbad is to have a sanitarium
that will cost, when completed, sever
al thousand dollars. The sanitarium
will be constructed so as to use the
waters of the springs which gives the
town its name and it is claimed that
these springs have most wonderful
healing properties and this should have
a drawing effect as the waters are al
ready well advertised and when there
is a sanitarium under good management and built with all modern con
veniences there is no doubt that the
results will be good for th? town. The
Carlsbad Sanitarium is to be under the
management of J. H. Pardue who is
now at work with a force of men preparing the ground for the buildings
which will consist of the sanitarium
building, to occupy the center of the
several
and
cottages
grounds,
which will be located near by. A tent
city will also be located near by. For
the amusement of the patrons a steam
launch, with a seating capacity of
eighteen persons, will be run on the
waters of the Pecos as the river is
very deep at the point in front of
where the sanitarium will be located.
This will be the only steam launch in
any resort in the southwest and it
alone is expected to draw some pat
ronage. The work on the new build
ings will begin immediately.
la-s-

A dinner like your mother used to
cook, at the Bon Ton.

Denver Delegations
To the World's Fair
Are using the Burlington Route very generally, as you may have noticed The reason
is plain. No other road offers a service with
more advantageous features.
Through
trains! Fast schedules! Pleasant route! Unservice! Convenient hours
rivaled dining-caof departure and arrival!
r

let us tell you more
about these advantages and more about
our present very low rates.
I wish you

would

Ticket Office, 1039
G.

17th St.

W. VALLERY, Oenefal Agent.

DENVER

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
Effective Sunday, June 5, 1904.

North Bound

South Bound
No.

1

Stations.

Mi

6.00 a!
6.10 ai
6.33 a!

0 Lve.
6
16

7.0.) ft 21

7.18 a
7.50 a
8.20 ft!
8 i ai
8.52 a;

9.U a

.Santa Fe.. .Arr
..Donaciaua..
.Vega Blanca.

...Willard...

9.32 al
9.52 al 99

i

7.00U
6,650
6,400
6,050!
...Kenned...
6,125
6,370
....Stanley ..
6,250
...Moriarty
.
6,175
.Mcintosh.
.. .Estancia ..
6,140!
6,125
..Progresso. .... " 6,210
6,285
Bianca,.
Lve' 6,475
. . .Torrauee.

Clark...

23
41
52
61
69
81
92

Ait

No
8.00 p
7.48 p
7.25 p
7.10 p
B.36 p
6.08 p
5.38 p
5 22

p

5.06 p
4.41 p
4 r.t p
4.01 p

3.30 p
aU6 Arr
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Washington and the Great North
west.
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., witn
the El
System for
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
points east and for El Paso, Texas and
all points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
points east and west on the Atchison,
Topeka & Banta Fe Railway.
For rates and information aadress
B. W. R0BBIN8,
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
5;
10.23
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CURES CATARRH.

"Hyomei, the Most Wonderful Cure for
Catarrh Ever Discovered, 5ays
A. C. Ireland.

Do not try to cure citarrh by taking
re
drugs into the stomach; it cannoi
way
The
manner.
only
In
that
cured
in which this too common disease can
be cured is through a direct application that will kill the bacilli of catarrh
and prevent their growth.
Hyomei is the only known method
of treatment that accomplishes this.
It is the simplest, most pleasant, and
the only absolute cure for catarrh
that has ever been discovered.
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials have been received from the most
counprominent men and women in the
try who have been cured by this
remedy. Ministers, bankers,
lawyers, even eminent physicians have
regiven strong testimonials as to the
markable powers of Hyomei to cure

catarrh.

The complete Hyomei outfit costs
but $1.00, consisting of an inhaler,
dropper, and sufficient Hyomei to last
several weeks. This will effect a cure
in ordinary cases, but for chronic and
cases of catarrh, longer
use may be necessary, and then extra
bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for
50c. It is not alone the best (it might
be called the only) method of curing
catarrh, but it is also the most econom
ical.
A. C. Ireland has so much confidence
In the power of Hyomei to cure catar
rh, that he will for a limited time, sell
this nedicine under his personal guar
antee to refund the money if the pur
chasers can say that it did not help
.
them.
d

deep-seate-

.

Good

eating at the

Bon Ton.

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
to cither Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
Via the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New York. The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The entire trip covering thousands of miles,
Moro
Havana, Cuba, and its famous
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
largest cities of the United States,
can be made for $122.50. A more delightful trip cannot he planned as atop
over privileges are allowed and the ticthe
kets are good for one year from
date of sale. The trip includes the City
of Mexico, the
"Paris of America,"
Further information can be secured by
addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
general passenger agent, or W. D.
Murdock, assistant general passenger
agent.
New Mexican want and miscellane
ous ads always bring good results.

it

you nave any clean cotton

that are suitable for cleaning

rags

machin-

ery, bring them to the New Mexican of
fice and receive cash for same.

STORY & CLARK;

Pianos I
Read What Accomplished
Musicians
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
"Equal if not "uperior to any instru
ment 1 nave nad occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such cup'riority of work
manship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
resonant in tone and
"Grand
lightfully sweet and tender " Mathil
d3

Bauermeister.

"I cannot speak too h'ghly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpasa
able." R. Watkin Mills.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
"They are mod Is for tone and
touch." Marie Engle.
"I find your piancs wonderfully syni
pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capabl of the fullest ex'
pression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among thw
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charmed with its
beauty of tone und delightful touch."
Francis llitsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
ant. Are remarkably adapted for accompanying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Sapio.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work or contract work Is done
in

their factories.

J. P. VICTORY
Attorney at Law and

seal Estate
i? San

N

REAL ESTATE LOANS.
secur
Money to loan upon real estate
terms.
ity on easy
HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double) all
other
rooms on one side, 4 on the
4 rooms and the rcr
jwaer occupies
rent for $25 a month; good nelghbo
aood: ample space to erect other bull
an
stables
atrpet- -'
jli'ga u" .on,
to
asked
the
price
jther outbuildings;
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes at
Manhattan avenue, one a naw atone
house with all modern improvements; 1
house,
the other an adobe-bricrooms; fruit and vegetable garden ,
70 cholc
ity water, hydrant and tank;
fruit trees; currant and raspberrj
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The Btoat
house will be rented.
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8bi
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charga
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where infema-tiowill be cheerfully lureish&d.

n

It will pay you to advertise. Try It

k

SOCIETIES.
Masonic.

MONTHZUMA LODGB
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Regular communica
tion first Monday In
I have severai business blocks toi
each month at Masonl
sale on this great mart of trade, some
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
of them producing more than eight
B SPITZ. W. M.
W
per cent, net, on purchase price asked
P.
CRICHTON,
F.
Secretary.
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCE8.
I have several other commercial ana
SANTA FE CHAPTHH,
husiness nrnnositions to submit those de
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
siring to enter mercantile life and to
convocation second Mongrow up witn ine new era ui proven j
day in each month at Manow coming In with the Santa Fe Cen
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
tral Railway.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
CHURCHE8.
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
I am authorized to dispose of the ConSANTA FE COMMANDHRT
gregational Church, on the south side,
No. 1, K. T
convenient to the contemplated Union
Regular COB
will
in each
fourth
and
two
Monday
stands
lots,
upon
Depot. It
month at Masonic Hall at
be sold cheap, or the building will be W
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
repa red and leased to responsible par
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ties.
THERE ARE OTHERS.
K. OF P.
Several small houses, some stoni
some brick, others frame, upon my SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evbooks, which I Tould be glad to sho
an intended purchaser. They are de
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
sirably situated, and will be sola
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
cheap.
Knights given a cordial welcome.
PLAZA PROPERTY.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
To those wishing to catch the creatf
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
at figures that will double themselves
in less than three yeara.
I. O. O. F.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
I can sell you large tracts of lan
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. W.
suitable for mining coal or the produ Meets every Friday evening In Ode
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
ion of timber.
Visiting brothers welcome.
ORCHARDS.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. CI.
I also have a fruit ranch in a high A. P.
HOGLE, Secretary..
state of cultivation, in the suburbs,
with a building site overlooking tin
B. P. 0. ELKS.
entire city of Santa Fe. On It there W
an artificial reservoir, the only one ol
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.M
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more it
Holds its regular session on the
iepth, holding over 125,000 gallons o second and fourth Wednesdays
ol
from
water, constantly replenished,
each month. Visiting brothers are 1b
which the whole place can be Irrigated vited and welcome.
lally during the summer, and which
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
jould be stocked with ih. The land A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
contains many hundreds of young tree
jf t finest and most valuable varieIMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums
iprlcots, cherries and other fruits, tnX
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
greater part of which already bear; a meets every Thursday eve at Odd
younf bearing vineyard, thousands ol Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
bushet of currants and other small chiefs cordially invited.
extensive beds if asparagus,
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
fruits;
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
be scld on easy terms, an for muck
less than it cost, owing to 111 health of
If you want to get to the World's
the owaer.
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Station, St. Louis, leave the cars right at
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
an
In all parts of the Territory,
Fe Central and Rock Island.
ne in Wyoming
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desI will take pleasure in showing
prospective investors desirable built criptive literature and detailed inforIng Ates in the neighborhood of the mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Capitol, and in the vicinity of the Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, NorthPresbyterian chuich, and other local- eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
ities of the city which in a few years
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
will be worth doublo the present asking price.
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURSanta Fe
and
NISHED.
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
all parts of the city.
Single, or en
luite, for light housekeeping. Some a
Jewelry Mannfacturine Co.
them within five minutes walk of
Plaza.

fllave

Filip

OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Roc
Csiand road, I can sell you about (49

excellent
acres; patented;
grazing
land.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
ale several large tracts of desirable
land which I am permitted to sell al
very low figure. One tract contains
kovA 3,500 acres, and is located about
three and one-ha- lf
miles southwest of
Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
water for
fence; good grazing and
stock; some timber. Another tract
550 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
Umber and grazing, with an excellent
stream of water passing over it. Still
another tract of 350 acres cf farming
grazing and timber land, 8 miles West
If Las Vegas, with
running watt.
Jpoa it.

They have won renown on two con OUR Facilities are complete for the
tinents for excellence and beauty of prompt production of Book, Pamph
let,
Catalogues, and General Print
their Instruments.
ing and Binding. We do nly the Best
Prices and terms most liberal.
Call on the General Agent for New grades of work and solicit the business of firms and individuals desirine
Mexico,
something above the ordinary" at
simply a consistent rate for the char
acter of work w turn out
Santa Fe, N. M.
Who will show you the Story and
The Now Mexican Printing Com
Clark Pianos in the several styles and
finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut pany will do your job work with neat
ness and dispatch.
and Golden Oak.

FRANK DIBERT

Jul--

Sun Man Tue Weil Thar Frl

Apt

Pranclsco Street. Santa Fe,

1904

Gold

i Silver Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laiighlin Building, Don Gasoar Avenue.

Stock
In the
MUTUAL

BUILDING

I

LOAN

ASSOCIATION
Of Santa Fe
Is worth $1.40 per share and matures when worth $200. The last
dividend was nearly 9 per cent.
Dividends are credited every six

months.

NOW! Is the time to start in.
Farther Information furnished

R.

by

J. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Office: Catron Block, Up Stairs

With I. B. ft R. H. HAKNA.

7

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, July 5, J 904.

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6
220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

To have the best of everything in the line.

Not Luck But Results.
wants

Tbat is why you see

of the

teams so busy supplying the
ple with our fine

cmr

COAL

M ON E

peo-

H,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
That there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call-

WW

WE

FIRE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

I'h one No. 88

F. Depot

Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. &

OFFICK:

From June

THE WHITE SANDS.

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

County and extending into Dona Ana
County, are among the great natural
wonder.-- of the southwest.
They are a
most conspicuous feature in the landscape, having a length of 40 miles and
a width varying from 5 to 20 miles, and
are easily reached from Escondldo,
Dog Canon, Alamogordo. La Luz and
Tularosa, the distance verying from
15 to 20 miles. They are great dunes
of white gypsum, broken into fine
grains like sand, which move to and
fro with the wind like the sand dunes
on the sea coast. This gypsum sand,
white as snow and fine as porn meal,
evidently comes from an old lake bed,
covering about 100 square miles in
which the winds have been at work for
ages operating a sand blast. The area
of these sand hills is about 000 square
miles and except around the edges
where there are small groves of Cottonwood trees, large areas of peppermint and plants peculiar to the locality, some of them, owing to the
chemical properties of the gypsum, being nearly colorless, there is no animal
or vegetable life in this desert. The
whiteness of the region under the full
glare of the sun is so dazzling that one
soon becomes blinded unless protected
by goggles. Combined with other novelties en route, a day's jaunt into this
region is a treat. On these gypsum
sands is the home of the mirage and
here it plays its greatest pranks with
and
color.
distance,
perspective
Sometimes it raises the white hills,
high above the surrounding fiat country, making them especially consplcu
ons. at other times it covers them with
verdure and nodding shadows, anil
again hides them behind an opaque
,

wall.

fire-pro-

d

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Cafcle Co's Office in the Building
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Postal Telegraph and

I INCORPORATED!

Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H.

B.,

Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PHOMI'T ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OUDERS.

SANTA

FE,

N. JH.i

to September

1,

tickets

;

Maxwell Grant.
FARMING

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water 'ights from $17 to 825 per acre, according; to location. Payments may be made in ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, grains, frulta e4
ail kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
fur sale In

Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass i.

GOLD MINES.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goMl
mining districts of Elizabethtowu and Baldy, where important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may b
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.

Price
UlUUS and
ForC ONSfMPTIOJW
50c $1.00
OLDS
&

A Perfec;
Cure :

For AM Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Money back if it fails.

Trial Bottles free.

Near Baton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found a
good waaes for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

RATON. NEW MEXICO

Cream Vermifuge
THE

0J0

GUARANTEED

WORM
REMEDY
THE CHILDREN'S

FAVORITE TONIC.

IMITATIONS.
THE dCNUINC PREPARED ONLY
BEWARC

Bailard-Sno-

w

Grant Co

The Maxwell Land

WHITE'S

OF

BY

Liniment Co.

ST. LOUIS. MO.

For Sale By
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
anta Fe. N. M.

Printing of
every kind
that can be
done in any city.

The gypsum sands have been analyzed by the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
Park and their constituents are
gypsum, !)T per cent; calcium carbonate, 2.U0 per cent;
magnesium sulphate, 0.12 per cent; magnesium carbonate, 0.00 per cent potassium sulphate 0.07 per cent; sodium carbonate
trace; sodium chloride, trace. The
BOOKS, CATALOGUES, CARDS,
lake lied from which this gypsum sand
is derived was probably the mouth of
BADGES, PAMPHLETS, PRICE
an ancient river which traversed the
LISTS, LAW BRIEFS, SOCIETY
valley from north to south and carried
PRINTING AND COMMERCIAL
the gypsum in solution.
RECEIVE SPECIAL AND
WORK
Experiments made with the sands
for fertilizing purposes found them to
FROM
PROMPT ATTENNION
be especially adapted for that use on
certain soils. The experiments at the The flew Mexican
college demonstrated i hat the application of white sand In considerable
Printing Company
quantities improved certain soils a
great deal. In addition to the uses
mentioned above, the sands are valuable for the manufacture of plaster of
We Have Facilities for Handling
SulParis and its various
phuric acid, which is largely used in
the Largest and Most Difficult
leaching copper ores, can be manufactured from the sands and with the adClass of Work.
vantage of cheap fuel and corresponding cheap power, the great desert 20
miles west of Alamogordo may some ENGRAVINGS AND ILLUSTRAday be utilized In industry and comTIONS FURNISHED
merce and be found a great source of
wealth.
Cement is now made of the gypsum, Mail Orders Eeceive Prompt and Oarefol
at a factory at Alamogordo, and is
Attention From Us.
used for building.
Mc-sill- a

and steam-heateThe most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
&
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men &

1

will be on sale over the Santa Fe line
to Chicago and back with- - a ten days'
A Desert of Gypsum as White as Snow stop over at St. Louis for $45.55.
and the Home of the
Engraved visiting cards with or withMirage.
out plate furnished by the New MexiThe White Sands in western Otero can Printing Company.

CALIEJUTE ifOT SPRINGS.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are looted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
los, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from w.iich point a
daily line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. ': he gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and
delightful
round. There Is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
ad tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Brlags in the world. The efficacy of

these waters has been thoroughly .Mtt
ed by the miraculous cures attested H
in the following
diseases: ParalyaV
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumpttwa,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kit
ASmw
neys. Syphilitic and Mercurial
tlons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, eft
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boar,
and bathing, J2.50 per day; HI
per week; $50 per month, Stage mett
Denver trains and waits for Samia iht
train upon request. This resort !
at all seasons, and Is opea all
winter. Passerxjers for Ojo Ciliemts.
m4
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. th sun
day. Fare for round trip from
Te to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furti
particulars, address

8t

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprieto,

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

N.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

- DOORS

LUMBER - SASH

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE

W00DEXTRADRY ANDCUT

TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOSTaKD HAGAN COAL;
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Hani Everything that Is Movable.

Phore

35

Santa Fe

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,
MANUFACTURER

N, M

OF

Pexican Filigree Jewelry
DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted

China-Repairin-

of line watches and Jewelry wmrk a specialty.

MMO

RDfiS

Ud

IXDIAI GOODS

FILIGREE

247 San Franctsos

tt WHOLESALE

ill

St

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
K.

BEN HOT HE

B. QUICKBL

j j

When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

THE

ZEIGER

t

QUICKEL

C& BOTHE,

j j

P

I

CAFE

t

Proprietors.

Clafe Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

WE

I

DEHVEQ

Denver

&

BIO SBJDDE

Hio Grande, Rio Grande

Grande

Western, Rib
Santa Fe and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads.
&

"

!
I.r.v.-.-.-.-

STSTEJB

...

THE POPULAR LINE

-

...

m&p

TO

-

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead ville,
Gienwood Springs. Aspen, Grand Junction, Sait
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles. Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
vjs

1

'The

ouniajn Resorts

jQ aj

Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Entoute to the Pacific Coast

BETWEEN

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPGS
GRAND JUNCT'N

mm

m

DENVER

dining

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

cars arsss&fsra

aaaia re

Samuel Eldo.lt, Chamita;
El Paso; A. L. Robb,
City; Miss Stella Dempsey, Antonio;
J, F. Williams and wife, Cerrillos; N.
W. Violette, St. Louis; C. W, Lovejoy,
St. Louis; C. W. Todd. Las Vegas;
Hugh Taylor, Castle Rock; D. Aber
and wife, I. Harmon and wife, fins Olson, wife and daughter. George Flaher-tl- ,
Mrs. Clark and S. Oakling, Madrid.
Claire: T. A. Lewis, St. Louis; Ben
Weiller, Los Angeles; A. E. Baird,
New York; Dr. J. C. Lemmon and wife,
Jasper, Indiana; M. B, Hoffman. Denver; J. Schuchat, Louisville; G. C.
Hewitt. Colorado Springs: J. L. Nor-ris- ,
Estancia; H. L. Lutz, Lincoln; W.
T. Horrocks and Mrs. Horrocks. Pittsburg; J. L. Grellner, El Paso; T. H.
O'Brien, Fierro; E. E. Helfriek. Bowling Green, Ohio; J. W. Orchard. Estancia; Francis M. Hartman and wife,
Ohio; James W. Reagan. Fort Scott;
F. A. Elliott, Tres Piedras: W. J. A.
Kennedy, Tres Piedras; V. M. Crow,
Durango, Colorado: Essker B. Hoyt,
San Ildefonso; O. W. Alexander, Cerrillos; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anlubald.
Mrs. George Clark. Madrid.
Bon Ton:
Facundo Salazar, Alcalde; R. B. Lignoski, Houston, Texas;
J. W. Best, Antonito;
Stephen W.
Easton, Abiquiu.
Normandie:
James A. Reed, Pueblo; W. A. Watters, Deming; . John
Willis, Baltimore; F. A. O'Larry, El
Paso; J. C. Carter, Truchas; Thomas
Chown and wife, Madrid; Frank Chown
and wife, R. R. Lumly and wife. George
Flaherty, Madrid; William West, A.
Mitchell, Pritick Lueero, D. W. Antler-son- ,
R. P. Williams, I. Harmon, James
Lamb, James D. Bryden, V. T. Flaherty, R. D. Bryden, Madrid ; Joseph Weston, City.
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
and return, 15 day tickets $40.70; 60
day tickets $48.15; season tickets
lir.SO. S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
McBride, Agt, Santa Fe.
Pumpkin pie like your mother used
to make, at the Bon Ton.
V

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
New MEXICAN

AND

Palace:

A. W. Wallace..

POINTING CO.,

.

Dealers,

mm

-

Keep your business ever before the
public b advertising in your home
paper. A good Pdvertiser always hu
success in any onest enterprise
All legal

blanks at the New Mexican.

CHICAGO
AND BACK
One Way via
STV LOUIS With

OVER

TenDays

Stop-Ove- r

June 1st to Sept. 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

$45
Full Particulars
H.

55

Santa Fe Ticket Offices

S. LUTZ, Agent

904

Santo Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, July 5,
TWO HARD CONTESTED

GBOIES

I!
Time
Fly

The Madrid Base Ball Team Meets the
Mechanics' and Splits Even Two
Ugly Disturbances.
The Madrid baseball team arrived
Sunday noon and the game between
the Madrid team and the Santa Fe Mechanics were pulled on Sunday afternoon beginning at j and lasting until 5.
A very interesting game was
played
and the score at the end stood 10 to 7
in favor of the Santa Fe team, the Me
chanics.
The score by Innings:
Madrid
11022 00 001
3 1 0 310
2 0
Mechanics
At Monday's game very good plays
were made notwithstanding the many
runs recorded. Much interest was
manifested and a larger crowd turned
out than on Sunday and the spectators
were witnesses of a good game until
the finish of the fourth inning. The
visitors scored four runs in fhe fifth
and after than had the game in their
hands. In the fourth inning, when sev
eral close plays were made, some of
the spectators who were near the
score board, became involved in a row
and blows were struck. A 45 revolver
flashed in the air but was not used
and after that had the game in their
game proceeded. In the eighth inning
several spectators raised another row
but peace was restored before any one
was hurt.
The boys from Madrid had reinforced their team for Monday's game
and this proved of timely assistance
to them as the score at the finish
stood 17 to 9 in favor of Madrid.
The score by innings:
1
Madrid
117
Mechanics .. ..1

27

Bargains
to Offer You
This Week.

SCREEN DOORS
AifSizes and a Large Assortment to Choose From
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES

Wate Filters.

Water Coolers.

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qtieensware.

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

1004550
1100015

TI(E FLIES BOTHER

DO

Use Nickel Plate Fly Paper
TIE

CLEAREST, BEST AjID CHEAPEST

Fly Paper

09

The Line Up.

0V THE

Mechanics
J. Miller
J. Alarid
Pitcher
M. Otero
Shortstop
Thompson
O. Digneo
1st base
Chann
V. Alarid
2d base
J. Brighton
C. Catron
3d base
Potter
E. Vigil
W. Flaherty
left field
C. Migardt
C. field
R. Brighton
A. Muniz
R. field
Arvos
J. Lamb
Substitute L. Baca, L. Gold

Madrid

Pettis
G. Flaherty

AN

A

Catcher

FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street
MARKET REPORT.

Postoffice Established.
postoffice has been established at
El Vado, Rio Arriba County, to be
served from Lumberton, 33 miles
north. Ella Schafranka has been appointed postmaster.
Capitol Custodian Committee.
The capital custodian committee
was in session this forenoon. None
but routine business was brought before it. Monthly accounts were audited and ordered paid. There were present Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett,
and Land Commissioner A. A. Keiyi,
Judge N. B. Laughlin, chairman of the
board being out of the city.
gftc;Remingfofl fypewrlferlasfsTr.igesT, Sodoes the RefflingtortOpcrofor.i
Plans for Asylum for the Blind.
vfockoff. Seamans & Benedich. 327 Broadway, New
Last week at Alamogordo, the
board of trustees of the New Mexico
SfiAMAN3 &BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
Institute for the Blind met and accepted
the plans of Frank Paradise of Den
EW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Healers. Santa Fe. N. M.
ver, Colorado, for the asylum to be
erected at Alamogordo. A beautiful
plat north of the city has been select
ed for the site of the institute upon
which work is to be commenced very
soon. The board of trustees consists
of A. J. King, president: R. H. Pierce,
secretary, and James H. Laurie of Ala
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLBB
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS Jt jt
mogordo, Oscar C. Snow and Dr. Ger-be- r
j
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
of Las Cruces.
'
Territorial Land Board.
GoaHalope Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 36.
The regular monthly meeting of the
territorial land board was held this
forenoon at its office in the capitol.
There were present Governor M. A.
Otero, Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett
and Land Commissioner A. A. Keen,
who acted as secretary. Routine business was transacted. Accounts were
audited and allowed. Two proposals
for the lease of the salt lakes in Socor
ro County, with the privilege of taking
salt therefrom were received. The bids
were so small that they were rejected
and a resolution was passed declaring
that it was the sense of the board that
no bids of a smaller sum than $500 per
annum for the lease of the lakes be
considered. The board then adjourned
until the next regular monthly meet

Yorkf:

Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

FOUND AT LAST- -A
COLD WATER BAG

The Longer

You Xccp It the Colder the

Water Gets.

Foe Surveyors, Campers, Drummers, Sheepherders, and
all others who have to travel in dry, sandy places

where there is no good drinking water. Can be folded
ose.
p like a towel and pot in the pocket when not in
Price $.50
Gallon sfce
2

2

i--

W- - H- -

GOEBEL
Dealer

The Hardware
CATRON BLOCK, NO, 3 U
i

SANTA FE, N. M.

MONEY

AND METAL.

New York. Julv 5. Monev on call,
Prime mer
V uer cent.
nasv. 1 fa)

cantile paper

4

33

per cent.

New Vork, Julv 5 Lead and cop
per, quiet unchanged.
GRAIN.
5. Close.
Wheat,
July
Chicago,
82Mi'lA
Sept.
July,
Corn, July, 43 6; sept, isxa (ffi
Oats, July, 37; Sept. 31.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Sept. S13.22K-Lard- ,
Pork, July 813.
July $7.15; Sept. 87.27M
Ribs, July, 87.52; Sept. 87.7734.
WOOL MARKET.
-

Mo.,

July i.

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
208

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe. N.

flue

medium,

At Oar

Upte-Dat-

e

M

Undertaking Parlors
Tke

15

IT.

M.

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

Wool,

medium, 16
Territory and western
10
17; fine,

PERIODICALS.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

steady.
23;

t.

V.

Headquarters for

l

Louis,

Santa Fe,

BOOS, STATiOJVLY, tyAGAZIJVES,

Silver;

58h.

St.

:

JACOB WBLTMER

six-inc-

A

5c

FOR SALE BY

Curious Phenomena at the New Town of
Artesia in Eddy County The Main
Street Flooded.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

flARET

5c. PER PLATE

ARTESIAN WELL
THAT SPOUTED ROCK

According to the RoswBll Daily Rec
ord, "The new Smith and Beckham ar
tesian well at Artesia pot riled up last
week and spouted rocks and dlt high
into the air for several hours. An ex
traordinary amount of water also flowed
from the well and the main street of
the town was flooded. Those who witnessed the eruption are at a loss to account for the action of the well, unless
there was a vein of natural gas that
h
broke into the well. A
steady
increase in the How of the well resulted,"

YOU?

UUst

Scientific Methods of

tells Answer Iron the Parian Day ar Nlfht ar ay DOROTEO SENA, Agaa
in
8T0CK MARKETS.
Prla Road. Oar Parian Caasfatf at a Nicely aad Appropriately Fitted Up Satte at Na. Ill
New York, Julv 5. Atchison 74 4':
New Mexke,
pfd., Oilii New" York Central, 116; Uacela Areaac. West Side Plaia, Saata Ft,
Pennsylvania, 116; Southern .Pacific,
ALL KINDO Of PICTURE FRAMINtt.
48; Union Pacific, 00; pfd., 933i; U.
S. Steel, 10; pfd., 56.
STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 5 Cattle
market strong to 5c higher.
86.40; SouthNative steers, 84.25
86 00; Southern
ern steers, 83.00
83.75; native cows and
cows, 82.00
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
heifers, 82.00 (3 84.60; Stockers and
84.75; bulls, 82.50
feeders, 82.75
84.75; western
84.25; calves, 83.50
86. lu; western cows,
steers, 84.00
Employed,

DUDROW & MONTENIE

82.00

84.25.

Sheep market steady to strong.
85.00; lambs, 84.50
Muttons, 83 50
85.00;
86.50; Range wethers, 84 00
84.00.
Ewes, 83.50
Chicago, July 5. Cattle, market,
steady.
86.50;
Good to prime steers, 85.40
4 in tat r, BR: stockers
and feeders, 82.25 84 50; cows 8125
83 70; heifers, 82.00
4.o; canners,
84.25;
81.25
83.50; bulls, 82.00
85.75; Texas fed steers,
calves, 82.50
83.25

CL0SIN6
OUT

SALE!

85.25.

Sheep strong.
85.00;
Good to choice wethers, 84.25
84.00;
fair to choice mixed, 83.25
84.50; native
western sheep, 83.50
lambs, 83.50 (3 87.60; western lambs,
83.00

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

85.75.

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.

"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
superbly Illustrated volume of 124 pages. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
WILL BORE FOR OIL
NEAR SPRINGER Lutz, city agent of the Atchison,
Indications of oil having been dis
and Santa Fe Railway in the Cacovered near Springer, a company was tron Block.
organized last week at a meeting of
citizens to be known as the Springer
Keep your business ever before the
Oil and Development Company. Bor public by adv rtbing in your home
ing for oil is to be commenced within paper. A good advertiser always has
a few weeks.
success in any honest enterprise.
ing.

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stocK ot
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK, CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost.

To-pe- ka

Ask your friends what they think of

Cloudcroft

Old papers for sale at the New

ican office.

Mex

TOURISTS:
Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe

you do not visit our Curio Store

&

If

Free Museum

Send for Catalogue
&
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Franclscc Street and Burro Alley!

